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Introduction

A research project is going on to explore the technical

feasibility of examining large bundles of nuclear fuel using

a new radiographic procedure called Computed Tomography.

The method offerscapability of measuring three dimensional

distribution of important nuclear parameteres inside the

fuel bundle. This way information from the interior of the

fuel bundle can be gained.

1. Tomographic Imaging nuclear fuel bundles

A tomogram is a picture of a slice. The Image is displayed as

if it had been possible to cut and view the fuel bundle over

an arbitrarily oriented plane /but usually over a plane

perpendicular to its long axis/. A full three-dimensional

picture can be obtained by stacking a sequence of such layers.

Transmission computed tomography using X-rays or neutrons

can be used to determine the internal location of attenuating

media, /fig. l./

The development of gamma emission computed tomography of

irradiated /spent/ fuel bundles provides a means of determining

the isotopic distributions within a bundle./fig. l./

Computed tomography, either transmission, or emission allows

for complete exclusion of section not under study. The

section under examination is described by a two dimensional

function, which represents the linear absorption coefficient

,u/x,y/ in the case of transmission Imaging or the radioisotope

concentration p /x,y/ in the case of emission Imaging.
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2. Principles of the techniques

2.1. Transmission Imaging

A radiographic Imaging aims at determining the spatial

distribution of the absorption coefficient .u within an

object. In computed Tomography this problem is solved by

mapping the variation of ,u within a sequence of selected

planes or thin layers of an object./fig. 1./

The basic principle can be quantitatively formulated as

follows: a two dimensional section of an object is characterised

by a linear absorption coefficient distribution ,u/x,y/.

Suppose a thin beam of gamma or X-rays traverses the plane

along a straight line 1, and the intensities of the incident

beam and the beam emerging from the plane are I and I,

respectively /fig.2/Then

or rather

Ln
I (L

where the line integral /called ray integral or ray sum/

is evaluated along the straight line L

A set of ray integrals at the corresponding <f> angle forms a

projection f^ /t/.

The Mathematical problem is to find -u/x,y/ knowing the f<h/t/

projections at multiple angles. This problem can only be

solved approximately because the number of ray integral» which

can be determined experimentitally by intensity measurements,

is necessarily limited. Better approximation can be obtained

if more ray integral are known. Therefore some kind of

scanning technique is used where a large number of intensity

L _
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data are obtained.

The two dimensional function is also called the Radon

transform of .u/x,y/. Reconstructing the Image is a mathematical

inversion of this Radon transform.

2.2. Emission Imaging

In emission Computed Tomography the aim is to make cross sectional

images of radioactive isotope distribution within an object.

Radioactive isotopes are characterised by the emission of gamma

ray photons. Fig. 2 shows a selected section of an object with

a distributed source of gamma-ray photons in it. A very small,

but nevertheless macroscopic element of this source may be

considered to be an isotopic source of gamma rays. The number

of gamma ray photons emitted per second by such an element is

proportional to the concentration of the source at that point.

The total number of photons recorded by the detector, having an

infinite collimation and neglecting self attenuation inside the

object, is a ray integral

The problem is to find C /x,y/ isotope concentration distribution

knowing f*/t/ projections for multiple angles, which is the

same as in the case of transmission imaging.

In the case of imaging highly absorbent materials, like nuclear

fuel, the attenuation must be taken into consideration. The

projection /fig. 2. / will be

In emission imaging the so called exponential Radon transform

is defined. For the inversion of this transform distribution

of attenuation coefficients in the section must be known,
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otherwise some assumption must be taken. For mapping the attenuation

coefficients a transmission Image is necessary with the same

energy of radiation.

2.3. Scanning techniques

In transaxial Computed Tomography a single plane is isolated In

the case of transmission imaging, using a source of radiation

external to the object, we obtain a transmission picture or

projection of the three-dimensional object on a two dimensional

surface such as X-ray film or mosaic of electronic detectors. By

restricting the measurements to paths contained only in that

section, information from other parts of the object is automatically

excluded from the data /fig. I-/- The same is valid for emission

imaging, but the external source is missing. The detected

radiation passes through or originate /emission imaging/ from

the desired section without entering other areas.

In fig. 3a the object /fuel bundle/ is scanned by the most common

scanning pattern. One source /with a so called pensil beam/

and one detector with a collimator are used. These scanners are

called translate and rotate systems, in which a source and a

detector translate rotate around a scan circle in which the imaged

object is located. . . ..•".. . The scan circle

is the region in which the reconstructed attenuation coefficients

are valid. Radiation beams are created by tight collimation at

the source, transmitted and attenuated in the object of interest

and are detected on the opposite side. By traversing the source

beam and the detector simultaneously, a set of data /projection/

is obtained at a particular angle. The source and detector are

then rotated an angle and a new projection is obtained.

In fig. 3b another scanning pattern is seen, which uses a wide

angle fan beam, irradiating the total diameter of the section

being scanned, so, that only a continuous rotation of the scanning
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device is recessary without any additional translation to get

all measurement data.

In the case of emission imaging the same scanning patterns can be

use, but the radiation originate from the object, and the

coliimation determines the scanned line.

2.4. Image reconstruction from projections

A reconstruction algorithm tells us how to reconstruct a function

from its measured projections. Mathematically, the task is the

calculation of a two dimensional function from a set of line

integrals.

In the case of transmission imaging attenuation coefficient is

utilized for reconstruction, while in the case of emission

imaging radioisotope concentration is the quantity of interest.

Many such mathematical algorithms have been developed. There

is no consensus as to which method is best. It is likely that

different methods are better for different applications.

The data for the reconstruction are said to be complete when

the number of projection is sufficient to fully determine the

Image.In some cases, especially in radioisotope imaging, it may

be necessary to reconstruct an Image from fewer projections. The

reconstruction program must then make assumptions about the

missing data. There are analytical reconstruction methods which

work well on objects with estimated circular symmetry. In this

case it is shown, that two projections are enough for a high

resolution Image. This fact is extensively used for nuclear fuel

section reconstruction



B. THEORY
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1. Physics of Tomography

1.1. Terminology

When a beam of radiation (neutron or gamma) falls on

any material substance, interactions take place between energy

and matter, and a part of the energy is removed from the

beam. The energy remaining in the beam that emerges carries

information about internal structures in the form of a

distribution of intensity perpendicular to the beam axis. This

distribution in any given plane is called the radiation

image and the process itself is termed image formation.

Since this image is a shadowgraph, no unequivocal

interpretation in terms of material structure is possible

except by tomography.

Radiation energy is not directly visible, the

radiation image is therefore allowed to fall on a transducer.

This converts the radiation into visible form in which

it is recorded /detected/ and perceived by the visual system.

1.2, Imaging with photons

The most important factor in imaging by transmission

of photons is its modulation effect which is believed to

be a strong function of energy. Three main interactions

are expected when photons of energies from 10 keV to 2 MeV

are used. At the low energy where the photon interaction?

are mainly photoelectric, uy the linear attenuation

coefficient due to photoelectric interaction is:

Ä i\.
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where K^ is a constant, E is the energy, Z is the

atomic number and m is m = 4 »» 5. As is seen <û  is

a strong function of Z and if the object can be

characterized in terms of atomic number, nearly fifth

power modulation is expected.

Table B.1.1. given a few figures demonstrating this

modulation.

Table B.1.1. Z dependence of photoelectric mass

absorption coefficients for E = 200 and

400 keV (JU1n --Jf*)

/photoelectric/

Element

Al

Fe

Sn

W

Ha

U

Z

13

26

50

74

82

92

Ehotoelectr.

200 keV ^

0.0018
0.024
0.199
0.609
0.800
1.08

fim(cm2lq)

400 keV

0.00022
0.0025
0.0284
0.0976
0.133
0.185

200 keV
/%A

1

17

66

87

89

92

Äim / total /
400 keV

/%/

0.2

3

26

56

64

71

At increased energy.,- where the Compton interaction

becomes dominant, the expected modulation of the atomic

number is only the first power of Z. The linear attenuation

coefficient due to Compton scattering can be written as:

Kc Z f/E/

A few data are given in table B.1.2.
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Table B.1.2. for compton scattering

Element

0

Al

Fe

Sn

W
Pb

U

Z
8

13

26

50

74

82

92

yum ̂ Compton/

200 keV

0.122

0.118

0.114

0.103

0.099

0.097

0.095

400 keV

0.095

0.092

0.089

0.080

0.077

0,076

0.074

At still higher energies /> 1.02 MeV/, pair

production will be the dominant mode and is proportional

to the square of Z, i.e..

where K , and K - are constants and M C is the elec-pl p2 o
tron rest mass energy. In the pair production region,

advantage may be gained by greatly increased transsission

of photons which substantially improve the statistics.

From a practical point of view, the finite time and dose

requirements impose a compromise between the statistical

accuracy and the modulation, in particular to the Z

modulation. We may not gain by working at the extremely

low energy region in order to increase the modulation effect

by increasing the photoelectric/Compton ratio because in this

region photon absorption is so high that the modulation

effect gained may be completely obscured by poorstatistics.

An extreme example is the case with zero photon

transmission. The optimum working energy, therefore,

is a compromise between modulation and transmission.
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1.3. Imaging with neutrons

Whereas gamma rays interact with the electrons

orbiting the atomic nucleus and their behaviour is a funtcion

of the atomic number, neutrons penetrate this electronic

cloud and interact directly with the atomic nucleus. It

is this property that provides the neutron with a unique

ability.

In Fig. B.1.2. where the mass attenuation coefficients

are plotted vs. atomic number of the attenuating

element for both X-fays and slow neutrons.

There are many apparent attenuation differences. The

coefficient ufo is normally used in attenuation calcula-

tions in the exponential relationship

I_
= e

where I/I is the ratio of the emergent radiation intensity

to the intensity incident on a material of thickness x ,

a linear attenuation coefficient *j and a density p .

For neutrons, it is more convenient to have the

following relationship between attenuation coefficient and

cross section:

yU-N<öt - N (<5a + G5)

where N = number of nuclei per cm , 6". = total cross

section, equal to the sum of absorption and scattering cross

sections, and u = linear attenuation coefficient.
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Epithermal energy neutrons have been used to obtain

improved neutron penetration of materials that have high

attenuation for thermal neutrons. The most widely used

application involves neutron inspection of enriched reactor

fuel. The increased penetration over thermal neutrons,

often a factor of about 40, provides images showing

internal fuel details such as cannot be revealed by thermal

neutrons because of the higher attenuation.

The rapid advance of neutron radiography in the

field of monitoring radioactive materials is due on the

one hand to the fact that heavy materials are relatively

transparent to neutrons, and on the other, to the

insensitivity of detectors to the gamma background noise

emitted by the objects under examination.

The unique feature of neutron radiography for

testing irradiated fuel: the ability to both penetrate

uranium and to distinguish between the isotopes
2 3 8U.

235U an

2. Mathematics of tomography

2.1. Notation and definitions

The linear absorption coefficient in the x - y plane

öf interest has a spatial distribution expressed by

>u /r/ where r is the general two-dimensional position

vector in that plane. Additionally, we define the

x' - y' plane, rotated counterclockwise by angle c(> from

the x - y plane, but sharing the same origin see Fig.5/a/

In both of these systems we can also specify the vector

r by its polar coordinates /r, 0/ and /r', 0'/ where

0' =0-<{) and, of course, r' = r.
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We will use an operator notation F1 and F7 to
describe the one dimensional Fourier transform, and F,

-1and F2 to describe the two dimensional transform

K (fe.n) - h (r,a}]

We will throughout use the lower and upper case

format of a single character to denote Fourier transform

pairs. In the case of polar coordinates functions are

used

- Fn { k

2.2. Projection

The data from which we are to reconstruct the object

are projections of the object. These projections are taken

along the y' direction and are thus one-dimensional

functions of x'. For any given projection direction, defined

by $ , the projection is expressed by the line integral

-OO

Since, in practice, we are dealing with space-limited

objects \_ yU/r/ = O outside some boundary J, f^ /x'/ will

also be limited in extent.

The corresponding coordinates in Fourier /spatial

frequency/ space are shown in Fig. B.2.1. where the

conjugates of the real spece coordinate systems /x,y/,

/x'fy'/, /r, 0/, and /r', e'/ are shown to be (li^li
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), and /p', 8 /m respectively, Throughout

we adopt the convention r, r', p,p' ̂  0.

2.3. Back projection

There is another commonly used operation called

back projection. In a sense, this is the inverse of the

projection operation since we take a one-dimensional

function of x' from itä a two-dimensional distribution

by smearing it uniformly ov-r all of space in the y'

direction. If we take the one^-dimensional projection

f/k/x'/, its back projection is simply.

In the unrotated frame, we would write

b/r/ = b/r,6/ - fy /r cos (e ̂ 4>)/.

This operation is Illustrated in Pig. B.2.2, where

it is seen that back projection is not strictly the inverse

of projection since the process does not reconstruct the

object from which the projection was derived.

2.4. Summation image /Back projected image/

The process of combining many back projections

creates a new two-dimensional distribution, the summation

image. With a discrete number of back projections of

different projection angle cb , the summation image would

simply be the arithmetic summation of the individual
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back projections. In our case of continuous data sets,

we define the summation image in an integral manner

g(0 - 9 (r, 9) - 4" J f» ( / ) d * ' T"J f4> & cos (0
o o

The <|> integration extends over a range of 3f , rather

than 27 , since all the available information is contained

in the projections taken over a semicircular arc. An

attempt to illustrate the process of summation /albeit for

a few discrete projections/ is shown in Fig. B.2.3.

It is instructive to see how the summation image

g/r/ is related to the original distribution /jfr/. This

is conveniently done by considering a special case

for /j/r/, namely a point located at the origin. Thus

/Wx\y'/ is given by juf [*',?'[- S/x'/ S Iy'I, S I. L

being the Dirac delta function. The resulting expression

for g/r/ will simply be the point spread functions, Pu/r/',

where subscript u denotes an unfiltered image. This approach

is legitimate since the system is linear and shift invariant.

We can write

9(0- f f d* J dy>(x'.y»)

For our special case of a point absorber, we find that

Pu (r)~ J-J S M d * - f- (' 6"G-COs (0 - 4>)]d<|,



<f(x') delta functions

Fig. B. 2,3.

Formation of sumation images from projection.
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To evaluate this integral we make use of

(f(y(x)) , where y(xo)

which is easily proved with a Taylor's expansion. Since

there is one and only one root in interval 0 < $ ^5T we

find at once that

pu/r/ = L T zC
1.

Pictorially one can understand this result by

considering the summation image formed from a limited

number of back projections of the centered delta function!

/see Fig.B.2.3/JThe density of "spokes" in this pattern

represents the point-spread function and accounts for

the 1/r distribution.

This result is very important for it shows that the

summation image formed from projection s of ja is closely

related to ix itself. In fact, for tha general absorption

distribution, we can write

g/r/ =/u/r,0/. xx Pu/r/ = rj.

/We use the symbol Ht to denote a two-dimensional

convolution./ Due to the extended skirts of the 1/r

function, g/r/ will be a very blurred version of the object

distribution.

However, the revelation immediately suggests methods

for obtaining less blurred images.
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2.5. Filtered summation image /FILBK, filter of the back

projection algorithm/

We have just seen that the summation image is equivalent

to the object convolved with a 1/r point spread function.

It follows that by appropriately filtering the summation

image we can improve the quality of the reconstruction.

This filtering can be done in either real space or

frequency space. First we look at the frequency-space

filtering.

We take the Fourier transform of a previous result,

and, since /r / = P / we obtain

where g/r/ is the unfiltered summation image and M(p)

is the transform of yu/r/. We see that the appropriate

filter has the form

H2Cp) - JpA2 (9) .
where &_/$>/ is a slowly varying apodizing /or window/

function applied to the basic "rho-filter".. The

subscripts on H_/j> / and A2Zp / serve to emphasize that

the functions are two-dimensional.

The transform M/p / of the filtered image is given

A (?) = *£ (P(r)} - H2 (p) 6 (p) - M (p) A2 (p)
by

Taking the transform of both sides we obtain the reconstructed

image /j/r/:

piri = ja/rl xx a2/r/.

The quantity a2^
r^ * s thus recognized as the point-

spread function of the system, p/r/. To be more explicit,

we may write
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p/r/= a2/r/ = 1? {H8CpVfT}- £ (A4

Thus, in principle, arbitratily perfect reconstructions

may be made. This would occur if, for example, we chose

A_/p/ to have a Gaussian form where the width approaches

oo ; a»/r/ would approach a delta function representing

perfect reconstruction^

The filtering may also be performed in real space

by convolving g/r/ with the processing function h_/r/ to

produce the reconstruction yu/r/

yU/r/ = g/r/ xx h2/r/.

Rewriting this as

I xx 1/ t r xx h2/r/*/j/r/ xx p/r/

we see that the point spread function of the reconstruction

p/r/ is given

p/r/ = h2/r/ xx 1/3Tr.

2.6. Summation Images froim Filtered Back Projections

/BKFIL,bakcprojection of the filtered projection

algorithm/

The previous section discussed reconstruction by

filtering the summation image that was formed with back

projections. Since summation and filtering are linear

operations, we should be able to reverse the order and
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filter the projections before forming the surnmation

image. We shall see that, with the appropriate filter

applied to the projections, the summation image can be

made arbitrarily close to the original object /in the

absence of noise/..

First we look at real-space filtering. The projection

•L /x' I is convolved with a filter function hWx'/,

yielding

f*

It is the filtered projection f̂  /Jx' / that is back

projected and summed to yield our new estimate yu/r/ of

the object,

h,[rcos(fl-*') -X^0

we obtain
OO CO OO

Al(O--f f d*|<*i
D - O O -OO

•h,[r cos
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To evaluate the point-spread function, we again use

a delta function object ja/x' ,y' / = juS = S /x'/ Sly' /. By

substituting this value of yu/x',y'Af we immediately obtain

for the point-spread function

IT

p(0 . j- J h, [r cos (0 - *)] dcjj
o

In other words, the point-s-spread function is simply the

summation image of the one-rdimensional filter function.

There is a connection between the one-dimensional

and two-dimensional filtering operations.

If we formally equate H1/ If' £ with a '\f\* filter

multiplied by an apodizing function £ by analogy to the
11J)" filter]

we obtain

If the transform H1/I-'/ of the one-rdimensional convolutional

filter has the same functional form as the transform H2/j>/.

of the two-dimensional convolutional filter, then the two

filtering operations will yield identical point-rspread

functions.
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2.7. Fourier Synthesis

There is another approach that does not use the

back-projection technique. We start with the expression

for a single projection through the object at angle <f>

+ 00

The one-dimensional transform

is given by

({j"1) of this expression

+ O

UV J e*p (2JTLgV

This equation can be written as

+0

f
«o

L
which we recognize as the two-dimensional transform of

the object u evaluated along the line <*£= O. Thus the

one-dimensional transform of a projection is equal to

a section of the two-dimensional transform of the object

/that section being along the !'-axis/. This is the

central-slice theorem.

To illustrate this central-slice theorem, we

consider an object consisting of a single cosinusoidal

distribution see Fig. B.2.4. - The fact that this object

must be infinitely large offends our premise of bounded

objects, but does not detract from the essence of the

illustration. Only when the projection direction is

perpendicular to the wave does the projection differ

from a constant value. For that particular direction
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Fourier space

Fig. B. 2.4.
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the full cosine distribution As projected onto the

x'-axis. The transform of this projection is shown in

the adjacent figure, Fig.B.2.4.b.If we now consider the

object to be a superposition of many waves of differing

phases, amplitudes, and directions, it follows tiat only

those waves parallel to the first one have their transform

located on the V r-axis and that these are the only waves

that will change the form of f̂ /x'jT» and we see why the

transform of a projection is identical with the corre-

sponding slice in the full two-dimensional transform.

The two-dimensional function in frequency space

corresponding to the one-dimensional transform F^,(|^

is Fĉ Os')5"On-'") where the <$ dependence appears also,

through the primes, on the rotated frequency coordinates

^1 and <rf . Thus if we assemble the one-dimensional

transform for all <$> values /O < $ ^ T f we obtain the

two-dimensional function

The image /i/r/ is (btained by multiplying a factor p

to compensate for the variation of sample density with

radius, also multiplying by any desired a apodizing

function A/p/, and performing an inverse two-dimensional

transform:

f ?

To show that this expression is formally aquivalent to

the convolution methods discussed earlier we proceed as

follows. Equation may be rewritten
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j- Iff
, (S1) 6" (if) dijdidB.

Now we transform the integrals over % and

over £' and tf and obtain

to integrals

H(O - f JJf e*P [-

The <t̂1 integral is easily performed with the help of the

S function to obtain

The I1 integral is now a one-dimensional transform of the

product |5'lA(5')F*(li:) • T h u s w e c a n write

T J th'

where h[x' [ =7?[WlA(V)) , which is identical to the

filtered back projection operations.

2.8. The Radon Transform

In the ideal case of noise-free continuous data,

the reconstructions can be made arbitrarily perfect by

suitable choice of the apodizing functions. The analytic

form of the perfect reconstruction was first given by Radon

and is known as the two-dimensional inverse Radon transforms
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OO

rcos ($-Q)- *'

where the x' integral is to be treated as a principal

value.

This equation has a certain structural similarity to

since it involves a convolution integral over x' followed

by an integral over <j>. One apparent difference is the

aPperance of Sf̂ /Bx1 instead of % itself in the integrand.

Nevertheless, we will show that if the apodizing function

is properly chosen, it is simply a limiting form of

the filtered image.

We define the Radon transform of a function yufr 8) of

two polar variables and introducing an operator notational

convention R: n

J
and

yu(r,0)- Er 1Bl

observing that [R/j][<i>,x'] is the line integral of along

the line L, and

The Radon transform is an example of an operator; when

acting on a function it produces another function.

Roughly speaking, the operator R associates with a function

/J over the (r,&) space another function Ru over the

(A'(J)") space.
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We can think of a single point in the /x' <J> / space

as corresponding to a line L /at a distance X' from the

origin making an angle <j> with the positive y axis/ in the

/r 3/ space, since [R7U][X*, $] is the line integral of u along

L.

To further emphasize the relationship between the

two spaces consider fig B.2.6. It shows the loci in

the /x'$ / space of the points corresponding to two sets of

lines in the /r 6/ space:

- a set of parallel lines

- a set of lines going through a fixed point .

Consides first the line K which makes an angle <}> with the

x axis. Any line perpendicular to K makes an angle <f> with

the positive y axis. Hsnce the locus of the set of points

in the /x' 0/ space which corresponds to lines perpendicular

to k is the straingt line <(>= const.

Consider next the point /r0 /. If a line going

through this point makes an angle <t> with the positive y

axis, then its distance x' from the origin is

x'-r cos /6-4>/

Hence the locus of the set of points in /x'$/ space which

correspond to lines through the point /r Q/ is the curve

whose equation is x' = rcos /Q-(Ja/.,

u



( •x ' )spav.e

( r ; 0 ) point (fixed)

K1 = r cos (6 - <f )

( y x ) fixed system

(x'y1) rotated system

rotation angle <b

I

I

Fig. B.2.6.

I
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2.9. Filter function

In the previous section we established the

equivalence of several approaches to reconstructing

yU /r/ from a set of its projections f$/x'/- Considerable

attention was given to filtering methods in which either

a one-dimensional filter was applied to the projection

data or a two-dimensional filter was applied to the

summation image. In both cases, the general character

of the filter in the frequency domain was the same - a

linear frequency ramp times an apodizing /window/ function

A. The apodizing function played an important role in

the resulting image since the point-spread function was

shown to be simply the Fourier transform of A/j>/. If we

regard the whole procnss of projection and reconstruction

as an imaging system, with /J/r/ as the input object

and p/r/ as the output image, A/p/ is the overall

transfer function.

In spite of its obvious importance, we have not

yet said much about the specific functional form of the

apodizing function or, equivalently, the space-domain

filter function. That dificiency will be remedied in

this section.

For convenience, we begin by grouping together a

number of important results from the previous section.

If we consider the case where the one-dimensional data

are filtered before back projection, we showed that

the point-spread function was given by

- I - I h,[rcos(e-4>)]d4>
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1
Since h, is even/ p/r/ will be rotationally symmetric

and may be written as

p(0 - -J- J h, [ rcos d<|>

i !•

i

This equation is known as the Schlomilch's integral

equation. If p/r/ has a continuous derivative, h./r/ is

given by
it/a

M O - pl°V (rsinnO

where p'/r/ = —Sy* •- This equation determines the one

dimensional filtering function for a given point spread

function /PSF/.

For the two-dimensional convolution method the filtering

function h_/r/ can be determined by Fourier transform method

in the following way. The blurring function of the simple

back-projection of uncorrected projections is written as

•jv . . Since the Fourier transform of WV\~ * s TiFp— '

where § is the radius in the reciprocal space /Fourier

Space/, we have

H> (p) -
where

We than have

If both the one and two-dimensional convolution methods

give the same PSF in the reconstructed image, •>- as it
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discussed earlier, the apodizing function has the

same forms for both one and two-dimensional filtering-,

one can show that h2/r/ is equal to a projection of

YI1ITI i.e.

Alternatively the PSF may be expressed in terms

of the apodising function A/p /

p(r) - F^ ( A (O) ] /two dimensional case/

p(0 - IF;4 JJI1I 4 U')] /one dimensional case/

or

These equations provide the means of calculating

the PSF, and hence the complete imaging properties

of the system, starting with expressions for either

h/x'/ or A/p /.

It is also apparent that

H1 (r)dr = H, (o) - 0

27 J rha(r)dr = H2 (o) -0
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Examples of classes of filters used in either the

BKFIL or the FILBK algorithms have been organized into

five general classes as: BUTER, HAM, HAN, PARZN, and

RAMP. These five filters correspond to multiplying the

ramp function in frequency space by one of the following

windows: Butterworth, Hann, Hamming, Parzen, or

rectangular. These windows are well known in electrical

engineering and signal processing.

The shapes of example window /apodisation/ functions

are shown in Fig. B.2.7.a, The width of the window is

measured as the distance between the closest zeros on each

side of the central lobe of the inverse Fourier transform

of the window function, Idaily, for good resolution, the

window function should have a central lobe that is tall and

narrow. The side lobes of the inverse Fourier transform

of these window functions give rise to the Gibbs

phenomenon, which is observed as artifacts that are

contamination from adjancent parts of the reconstruction.

The filtersi HAN, HAM, PARZN, RAMP /FigB.2.7.b/ are

obtained by multiplying the ramp function by the window

functions in Fig£.2.7.a. Hann, Hamming, Parzen, Rectangular,

respectively. Figure B.2.7.<agives the graphs of the

convolution functions that are the inverse Fourier

transform of the filter functions given in Fig. B.2.7Ja.

The analytic expression for the frequency filters and the

corresponding real space convolution functions are found

in the literature.
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a./ Window functions b. / Filter functions

u 0 I B S . 2 5 0 .976" .500 .625

frequency
.12S .250 .375

frequency

1 2 3
DISTANCE

cl Filter functions h/x/
/ccnvoluting functions/

Fig. B. 2.7.

Filtering function.
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2.10. Summary of mathematical methods for image

reconstruction from projection

Inverse Radon transform

. > FILBK
Pv>) /two dimensional

convolution/

Fourier
reconstructions

Form sxr^mation ima^e. ,ABKFIL
P I/one dimensional

convolution/

p(?)]Radon transform

Flow chart shows the many different ways by which the one-

-dimensional projections î C*0) of a. two-dimensional object

ju /r, 0/ may be processed to form a reconstructed version

of that object. Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to one- and two-

dimensional operational operations of functions. Note also

there is yet another possibility given by replacing the

convolution, by its equivalent Fourier operations.
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3. Noise due to particle /photon, neutron/ statistics

in tomographic reconstruction

The performance of any well designed radiographic

imaging system should ultimately be limited by the

discrete nature of radiation quanta. This is the so-called

"quantum noise". The noise in a reconstruction is a

measure of how badly the reconstructed attenuation

coefficients /or radioisotope concentration/ deviate

from the true values. It can be introduced in several

distinct ways during the course of data acquisition and

processing. The deviations discussed here are the

fluctuations in the reconstruction arising from the

statistics ofcounting, when making the projection

measurements.

3.1. Noise in measured projection

The observed projections are usually associated with

noise due to the statistical fluctuation of radiation

intensity or the other statistical detector noise. We shall

consider the noise in the reconstructed image assuming

that a projection f./x'/ is associated with Poisson noise.

V7e will assume that for each ray-integral measurement

N /total counts due to the entering radiation/ is a

known deterministic constant, while on the other hand

the directly measured quantity N /counts uue to the

emerging radiation/ is a random variable. The randomness

is described by the Poisson probability function

where P M denotes the probability, N! denotes the factorial
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of N and N the expected value of the measurement.

The variance of each measurement is given

6* = N

In the transmission imaging the variance in projection

is derived from the variance of the noise associated

with the measured ray integral

Since

S
the variance in the projection is given

P V dN

which results in a value

. 6H- i

In the emission imaging the variance is equal to the

observed counts

3.2. Signal to noise ratio /SNR/ in the reconstructed image

VTe define the signal-to-noise ratio as where
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n is the true value of attenuation coefficient at a

point and B1 is the variance in a set of measurements

of the attenuation at that point. Note that 6Z refers to

an ensemble of reconstruction, and not to values at

different points in the same reconstruction.

From the statistical properties of the measured

projections we will now derive those of the reconstructed

image using convolution algorithm. Either one dimensional

or two dimensional convolution algorithms may be used,

the difference lies only in the mathematical procedure,

the results will be the same /as is explained in section.2.

The noisy projection data

f * +

where «n̂  is an instance of a random variable with mean

0 and variance 6~ . We further require that the noise

in each measurement is uncorrelated with that in any other

measurement. Symbolically we require that

-O

and

where

nm C if n=m

O otherwise

is the familiar Kronecker delta.
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Because all the reconstruction operators are linear,

the reconstuction with noisy data is the s^n of the

reconstruction with exact data and the reconstruction of

the noise.

The mean value /the signal/ of the reconstructed

estimate

The variance £he noise/ in the reconstructed image

defined by

f (rV-

As a result of the reconstruction process

o

where
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Using the definition of the back-projection operator(

we may write

« f (•")•) - -JI U I S Af4, ( « 0 A f ^ (*•) • H 1 [ ^ - r a m ( * -

• (•),!>*- rsin(cj) - 8WV] dB1 dO" dx'dx»

since the noise terms are uncorrelated, it becomes

f (r] = i- ] ] ĥ  [/-rsin ($-8)]6$ d*\d0
O OO

or with operator notation

/3

The signal to noise ratio

SNR
?W©«P J
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3.3. Texture of noise in the reconstructed image

From the preceedingwe can, in principle, calculate

the SNR as a function of position in the reconstruction

for any assumed distribution Ai/r/ and any filter function

h/x'/. Considerable insight into the significance of the

result can be gained by considering a specific limit

for UITI - a point absorber.

A point absorber here means that ju/r/ is zero except

for a small neighborhood of the point r . If this

neighborhood is small compared to the resolution distance

in the reconstructed image, then both f and l/N » ©p

may be represented by delta functions. For simplicity we

set r.=0 and assume that yu/r/ is nonzero only over a

small square region of side Al centered at the origin.

Then we may approximate

and

«o

where it is assumed that /J/o/ al « 1.

The reconstructed average and variance are given

as

|3
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To interpret these results, recall that /3 [h,} is

the point-spread function of the reconstruction. Thus

the signal is confined to a small region around the

point r , as is expected. However, this same conclusion

does not apply to the noise. B (h*] has a much larger

extent than the PSF, and falls off approximately as

— , just as the unfiltered PSF. This demonstrate the

rather surprising result, that the reconstruction of

noise with a constant variance in all measurements does

not have a constant variance, but is instead a function

of position. The noise at any point depends on the

attenuation at all points in the object.

3.4. Noise and the filtering function

The variance of noise in the reconstructed image

is recalled here as

6?(r,40 - J - J J hf {V-rsin (8 - <tOl ©p (*\ <J>)dx'd0
O -0»

Assume the reconstruction to be made for the

origin of coordinates and consider a simple case where

it is assumed that

6 2 «• const.

which holds approximately near the center of a uniform

disk having a sufficiently lart,e diameter.

In this case

Sf (o) - 6* j h? (xldx
-OO

or using the Parseval's theorem
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This result says that the variance of noise at

the origin is proportional to the area under the square

of the filter function used for reconstruction. This

does not imply that this area could be made arbitrarilly

small since any major departure from the |p| function

will introduce spatial distortion in the image even though

it may be less noisy.

The squared area calculation gives a method for

calculating the relativ noise in order to compare different

filter functions.

A usual method to compare filter functions to the

RAMP filter with a PSF normalised to unit volume.

For this RAMP filter

with

H(p) =-- OT | p | rect

recti-
Pm

1 if I?) ± Pm
0 if (?) > p m

The integral is then easily shown to be

J IH Oti,,2 24
J I'm

L
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3.5. SNR and spatial resolution

Consider a uniform absorber and calculate SNR on

the assumption that Sp = const and independent of

both 0 and x'.

It gives

SNR
V 6* Jhf(x')dx"

If B ̂ h1] which is the PSF is normalised to unit

volume and ju (Tr)=const= AJ

SNR -

If we consider the RAMP filter again and substitute

the integral value

This can be recast in terms of the spatial resolution

distance as the full width of the PSF at half maximum

value

eJJ; 4 -
P
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which result is often recalled as

3/2
Noise oc/resolution/

in computed tomography. Note that larger spatial resolution

distance corresponds to smaller resolution.

Different resolution criteria or different filter

functions will, of course, give different constanst

in the SNR equation, but the functional form will remain

the same.

3.6. Radiation flux requirement

From the calculations made in paragraph 1.5. it

has been concluded that /for the RAMP filter/

Where N is the average detected counts. For SNR=const

it is shown, that

N

The total detected counts is proportional to

the inverse of the third power of the linear resolution

distance. It means, that in order to improve the linear

resolution by a factor of two, the radiation flux has

to be increased by a factor of eight to have the same

SNR value.

The same result can be concluded from a very

simplified, but even much more clearer model, and in

addition a comparison with radiography is also given.
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In the radiography case in fig. B.3.1. a material

of thickness h with a rectangular resolution element of d

linear size is being measured. The attenuation coefficient

difference is &JJ between the resolution element and the

surroundings. The radiation flux entering is N /particle

per unit surface/ and the mean value of the emerging

flux is N.

A logarithmic ratio /a ray integral/ is measured

as

Signal = In I=

The variance of the /Poisson distributed/ total

counted emerging beam behind the reselution element is

G^ - Nd*

which is transfered as 6r variance in Signal

r L 3T NcI2

The SNR becomes

For SNR = const.

N «
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Radiation flux

resolution element /cell/

detected counts/unit surface

In ̂  = - hA/J signal
o

for SNR= const H
h2d2

a./ Radiography

resolution element /cell/

Radiation flux

detected counts/unit surface

signal

resolution element

b./ Tomography

for SNR = const N<c

Radiation flux requirement

Fig.B.3.1.
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The radiation flux required is proportional to the

inverse square of linear dimension of the resolution

element. In order to increase the resolution by a factor

of two, the radiation flux has to be increased by a

factor of four to get the same SNR value.

In the tomographic case

Signal = In - = -
N

Variance in the total counts

N dh

and variance in signal /ray integral/

6? =
N dh

and SNR becomes as

SNR /M" /h" d3

For SNR = const, the flux requirement

N oc
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3.7. Detectability considerations

Detectability means the ability to detect a small

sized detail of low contrast in an image. It might be a

small defect, in homogenity, trace amount of some element,

or any deviation from a reference.

This detectability can be discussed in terms of

signal-to noise ratio and resolution considerations. The

question is what SNR is necessary for a given detail in the

object to be detectable.

The word "detectable" has psychophysical connotations

and takes us out of the realm of the purely physical theory

developed in this paper. The question can really be

answered only by observer performance tests. Nevertheless,

some insights can be gained from statistical considerations.

Consider e.g. a detail of interest that exactly fills

one resolution cell and for which [A differs from that of

the surround by 1 %. If the SNR were 200, the 1 % change

would be two standard deviations and the change would

be significant at the 95 % confidence level. Similarly

a SNR of 257 would give 99 % confidence. This confidence

level would not, however, be adequate for unambiguous

detection of this abnormality. Consider a scene consisting

of a 100x100 array of resolution cells. Then if each cell

has a probability of 0,99 of not fluctuating by more than

2.57 standard deviations, there is still a very high

probability that at least one cell out of 10,000 will

undergo such a fluctuation. The probability that no cell

of the array would differ from the mean by more than 2,57

standard deviations is, in fact, given by
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p = /O,99/1O'OOO=2.25xlO-44!

/Here we have assumed that the noise is uncorrelated

from cell to cell. Although this is a slight

oversimplification, the essential point remains valid./

Fortunately the situation is quite different if the

object of interest covers more than one cell. Consider

for example, a particular 2x2 subbarray of cells. The

probability that all four of these cells would fluctuate
4

by 2.57 standard deviations is /0.01/ . Neglecting

boundary effects, there are approx 10.000 such subarrays in

the full 100x100 array. Therefore, the probability

that any 2x2 set of cells would have a chance fluctuation of
4 4 —4

2.57 standard deviations is only 10 x/0.01/ =10 . Even

allowing for other arrangements of four cells,such as 4x1

subarrays, the probability that four contiguous cells

would all fluctuate together is minuscule. Thus false

information is a virtual certainty with a SNR of 257 and a

1 % change in a single cell, while it is a virtual

impossibility if the change covers four cells«.

It should not be concluded from this discussion

that a simple increase in resolution will drastically

alter the detection probability. That would be true

only if the SNR remained constant. In fact SNR must be

reduced if G^2 is reduced. Numerical calculations easily

show that detection probability is approximately

independent of resolution for and object. Of course,

detection probability varies very rapidly with SNR

also. A fluctuation of 2.57 standard deviations has a
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-4
probability of only 10 .

*

So what SNR is required for reliable detection of

abnormalities? Obviously it depends on the nature of the

abnormality and on the reliability required. About

the best we can say in general is that the minimum

detectable change in u will be given by

/Ayu/ min 1QV
/SNR.

where K is some numerical constant, roughly in the

range from one to four. A value of one would be appropriate

if Au occurred over the entire field; four would be

required if the change were in only a single cell.
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4. image recording problems

4.1. Fundamental criteria

Fundamendal criterias by which we may measure the

imaging efficiency of any device are based largely on

the concept of the ideal image, and ways in which we

may asses departures from this for practical imaging

devices.

The imaging device here is considered as a recorder

of exposure quanta, and the ideal imaging device are

analysed as it were simply a spatial array of individual

radiation /light and gamma photons e.t.c./ detector and

counters.

4.2. Ideal array of counters

4.2.1. Image model

A reasonable basic specification for an ideal imaging

device might be that there should be a one-to-one

relationship between incident quanta and some measurable

output state of the image. For an ideal array, each

counter having identical properties, the spatial resolution

of the image would be determined by the spatial dimensions

of the receptors. Figure B.4.1. illustrates the spatial

structure of such an idealized array.

Each receptor is assumed to record incident quanta

in a manner independent of its neighbours and to assume

a unique and distinguishable image state dependent only

on the number of incident exposure quanta. In order to

keep this assumption reasonable, each receptor is
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Fig. B. 4.1.

Spatial array of counters and distribution

of counts for Poisson statistics with an

average value of 3.
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resticted to a finite number of distinguishable image

states, so that after the final state has been attained,

all further incident quanta go un recorded. Up to this

fixed level, L, each receptor acts with 100 % counting

efficiency, and above this level with zero efficiency.

4.2.2. Saturation limitation

Suppose that the exposure is uniform over the entire

spatial extent of the imaging device. From a quantum

viewpoint the number of incident quanta will be governed

by Poisson statistics with a sufficient degree of validity

for the present purposes. If the exposure level is such that

the average number of quanta per receptor is q, then the

distribution of quanta among the receptors will be as

follows:

Number of

quanta

Proportion

of counters

receiving

this number

«V2
—

Figure B.4.1. illustrates the implications of the

above probabilities. The numbers in show a typical Poisson

distribution corresponding to an average number of three.

These statistics will be seen to have an important

influence on image characteristics, and it is interesting

to note that in this simple example,whereas some

receptors have still not received any quanta some have

been exposed to as many as six or seven.
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From the probatility distribution it is simple

to calculate the proportion of receptors which have

received saturation level, since this will be given

by the sum from L to infinity of the individual

probabilities; i.e.,

CO

This summation will provide an overall measure

of the inefficiency of the process.

Consider the relationship between the average count

level, I, and the average quantum exposure level, q. Since

by definition the average value is given by the sum of

the products of each value with its probability of

occurrence, /i.e., the first moment of the distribution/

we may write

4.2.3. Threshold limitation

Already the idealized array of photon receptors

has been restricted by an upper limit to the count level.

The influence of a further count limit is now investigated,

this being the restriction to a lower limit in addition

to the upper limit. Photographic processes are usually

limited by such a threshold effect.

Adjustment to the previous analysis may be made

as follows. All receptors are still assumed to have

identical properties, but now the first /T - 1/ incident
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quanta are not recorded by a receptor, their influence

being only to activate some threshold mechanism. The

T incident quantum then records as a single count,

as do subsequent incident quanta up to a saturation le-

vel now denoted by S. The symbol L is retained to denote

the total number of counting levels, and so

L = S - T + 1.

The proportion of receptors now recording a

particular number of counts will be as shown below:

Number of incident quanta

Proportion of receptors

receiving this number

T .. r .. S S+l ..

S! "(5*0! •'
ll
T! "

Number of recorded counts O .. 1 .. r-T+l.L L

Equation for the average count level will now be replaced

by

+ L L ̂ —r
S rL

r-S

4.2.4. Detective Quantum Efficiency /DQE/

The image recording process as a whole can be

considered as a black box /fig.B.4.2./. There is a

spatial fluctuation in the image which arises even in

exposure quanta. The mean signal is transferred by a

gain expressed as cfy/dl . The image noise associated
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with the signals can be evaluated in terms of the mean-

square fluctuation in the number of counts denoted al2 at

the input, and AQ^ at the output. The signal-to-noise

ratio /SNR/ is defined as

SNR = mean value

!(variance

The DQE expresses the SNR transfer through the image

recording process as

'««out'
DQE

where

SNR'out

SNRin

There is another equivalent definition which compares

the noise level of a practical detector to that of an

ideal detector working at the same exposure level.

This is expessed as

Aq.

U l

input variance
output variance

sm'
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Input

tneon

CSNRjn)
«rionee (SNR 0 Ut ) 5

SL. Output

mean signal transfer

0 - [^] I
°r VdL/

(SNR c n f

SNR transfer

(SNR (SNR1nV

Image recording process as a black box.

DQE operator on the input SNR when the input noise

is due to quantum fluctuations.

Fig.B.4.2.
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DQE is usually expressed as a percentage, an ideetl

detector thus having a value of close to 100 %. The

ultimate basis of DQE is the quantum nature of rsidiation.

In practice using the DQE for SNR transfer sometimes

must be used with caution. The exact form of the

relationship between input and output SNR depend on the

statistics of the noise, its additive or multiplicative

nature in terms of output fluctuations. It refers to the

transfer of SNR in quantum-limited cases.

4.2.5. Examples for input-output relationship for an ideal

array

It is instructive to look at the various input/output

relationships in terms now of both the threshold T and

saturation S. For the sake of illustration we consider

two examples, having respective values of T = 4, S 2 8 and

T = 2, S = 16, thus having L = 5 and L = 15 count levels

respectively. Curves appropriate to these examples are

shown in Fig. B.4.3. The top plot shows the curves no longer

have a linear portion at low exposures. The maximum

count levels to which the curves tend at high exposure

levels correspond to the respective L-values.The gradient

curves reveal that in the example T = 2, S = 16 there is

still a portion of the curve where there is a one-to-one

relationship or unit gain, but that there is no such

portion for the example T = 4, S = 8. The reasons for this

can be understood qualitatively as follows. When the

threshold and saturation levels are sufficiently far

apart there will be an exposure region wherein the

probability of any receptor having received less than T
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1.0
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gain

/gradient/
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noise

DQE

Fig. B.4.3.

Image characteristics for fixed counting threshold

and saturation levels: a/ average output count; b/

the arartient? c/ mean-square count fluctuation; d/

DQE. These examples are for T= 2, S=16 /upper curves

in each case/, and T= 4, S= 8 IXovtex curves/.

L
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or more than S incident quanta is negligibly small.

In this case any additional quanta will be recorded in

a one-to-one manner. The gradient curve for T = 4, S = 8

alvays falls well short of unity since there is no average

exposure level for which all the receptors have attained

the threshold without some having reached saturation,

so there can never be such a ono-to-one relationship.

The mean-square fluctuation in the number of image

counts is shown in Fig. B.4.3./c/, and again due to the

influence of the threshold there is no longer an

exposure region over which Al2 - A(̂ ,a . Finally, the

DQE is shown in Fig. B.4.3./d/. The form of these

curves is again similar though not identical to the

gradient curves,and for T = 2, S = 16 there is an exposure

region over which the image is ideal in the DQE sense,

although no such region exists for T = 4, S = 8.

To summarize, the effect of introducing an operating

threshold below which a receptor produces no recorded

count need only limit the exposure region over which

the image can be defined as ideal from either a unit

gain criterion or a DQE criterion. If the threshold and

saturation levels are sufficiently separated then it

is still possible for the image to be ideal over a wide

exposure range.
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4.3. X-ray film as image rscorder

4.3.1. Basic assumptions

Photographic emulsions consist of silver halide

grains which following absorption of the treshold number

of photon quanta may be reduced to silver by development.

Models of such a processes are usually based on the

assumption that the grains are simply photon receptors

and recorders of specified photon absorption, size and

photon treshold. A developed grain is a single image

unit, and further absorption of photons in excess of the

threshold makes no additional contribution to this image.

It is often useful to regard the sensitivity of

grahs to exposure as a two-stage process. There is the

primary process which results in a formation of the

latent image, and there is the secondary process of

development with the very large amplification of the order
9

of 10 . The term quantum yield is used to describe by

the reciprocal of the number of absorbed quanta /Q/

which are necessary to make a grain developable. In practice

photon absorption is a statistical process, and Q jbhich

is named as quantum requirement/ follows some random

distribution.

4.3.2. Random array of receptors

In practice grains in a photographic emulsion

are distributed randomly. It is assumed that, like the

exposure quanta, the receptors themselves obey a Poisson

distribution low in space. The individual receptors

have areas of "a", and it is assumed that all receptors
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have the same statistical access to exposure quanta.

In other words, the only exposure fluctuation from receptor

to receptor will be due to the statistical fluctuation of

the exposure quanta, independent of exposure position-

If the image were still to be evaluated by counting

the output levels of each individual receptor, the

relationshps between mean and mean-square fluctuation

in counts,1 and al1 , and the exposure level would remain

unchanged relative to the ideal array of counters. In

practice, however, counting individual grains are

impossible.

4.3.3. The exposure scale

The exposure E may be defined as the product of

the intensity I of the exposure radiation and the

duration of the exposure

E = Jt

It is usually specified in terms of one of three

types of units

a/ photometric units

b/ radiometric units such as ergs/cm

c/ total number of quanta, as in quanta/ m

If the spectral energy distribution of the

exposure source is known, then it is possible to convert

from any one measure of exposure to any other, although

of course photometric exposures are only defined withxn

the visible region of the spectrum.
i L
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4.3.4. Image density and gamma

Whereas considering the input and output in terms

of individual receptor counts reduces the specification

of image characteristics to the most basic forms, for

practical imaging systems other forms of expressing the

input/output relationships are usual. In practice, due

to the very large numbers which are involved /a typical

5x5 cm photograph might contain around 10 separate
12

image grains arising from 10 exposure quanta/, the

image relationships are usually specified in terms

of larger-scale measurements.

The degree of blackness or opacity of the image

provides the measure of the receptor count level after

exposure. The transmittance is defined as /fig.B.4.4./

where J the incident and J™ the transmitted light

intensity during measurement of the recorded image level.

A usefull practical measure is found to be that of the

density D

D = log i

Rather than measuring the opacity or density of

individual receptors, a large number of them may be -

measured simultaneously, as illustrated in Fig.B.4.5.

Here it is supposed that an image-measuring aperture of

area A is used to determine the density. The aperture

area is then related to the'receptor area, a by the equation

A = Na,
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where N is the number of receptors covered by the aperture.

Since the output is now in terms of density rather

than count level, the gain or gradient might now be

defined as dD/d<^, or using the more practical logarithmic

scale

Nutting gave a simple modes of the developed

photographic layer, expressing the image density in

terms of the number and area of the developed grains.

It is supposed that the developed emulsion layer

may be divided into a number, K, of elementary layers,

each about one grain thick. A random distribution

of grains is assumed for each layer, with the Poisson

statistics predicting a negligible degree of overlapping

/fig.B.4.4./. The aperture used to measure the image

density has an effective area A at the surface of the

image/Fig.B.4.5./. The number of developed grains in

the i layer included in the area A is denoted by

•h.. and the mean projection area of these image grains

is denoted by a.. Calculating the transmittance as

the relative part of the scanned area not covered by

grains, and multiplying the individual layer's

transmittance, the total density estimated as
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Representation of the developed photographic layer,

which is arbitrarely divided into' k layers about one

grain thick

Fig.B.4.4.

Q)

Simultaneous sampling of receptors during image measurement.

The number of receptors covered by the aperture A varies with

the position of A.

Fig.B.4.5.

L
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If the mean area a is assumed to be the same

for the grains in all layers

where ^ now denotes the total number of image grains

in the area A.

4.3.5. Image density fluctuations

Since the aperture averages over N receptors

each having independent count level, the mean-square

fluctuation measured by A will be related to the

mean-square fluctuation when measured for individual

receptors by the equation:

a- - JL *

If we denote the mean-square fluctuation in

density as measured with scanning aperture A by aU^

this resulted in a granularity coefficient of

G- A AD*

which is independent of A. The larger the aperture

size, the smaller the measured density fluctuation.

The parameter G can be used as a measure of image noise.

Siedentopf derived a formula which relates the

image density fluctuations to the fluctuations in number

and geometry of the image grains.
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loq e

The subscript I $ I has been used to denote the

mean and mean-square grains areas. Both a_ and Ac£

depend on the image density level.

In the special case where all the grains are

identical in size a =a, independent of image density

level, and than

G = a loge. D

This predicts a linear relationship when G is

plotted as a function of density with a slope of

0,434a. The image noise characteristic is often plotted

in terms of a G-D curve.

4.3.6. Film resolution, density and noise characteristics

The general relationship between recorder resolution

and receptor area a "i" is defined in fig.B.4.6. The

resolution can be related to the density and noise

characteristics in a simple manner. The exposure

scale will change as "a" changes, since the same

average quantum exposures per receptor will correspond

to different quantum exposures per unit image area.

Also, the density noise will change in absolut value.

Suppose, for example that the receptor area is increased

from a to 2a. The linear resolution will change by

a factor of 2. The density characteristics will be

shifted, the noise being directly proportional to the

area will be increased ba a factor of 2. However DQE

will be unchanged in magnitude, because the value of

G is twice as high. These result are demonstrated in

fig.B.4.7.
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co

Area

Image resolution as defined by the reciprocal of

the square-root of the receptor area - - -

Fig.B.4.6.

D 0,5-

DQE 0,5

log exp

Illustration of the changes in characteristics vdiich accarpany a ̂ !c
in inage resolution due to an increase in receptor area from a to 2a
lopi the density curve is moved as shown by a constant amount of leg
2; Middle: the noise is scaled up by a factor of 2, as wall as moved
by the same amount along the log exposure scale; Bottom: the DQE is
unchanged apart from the shift of lcg^0

2 as shewn.
TlJ ™ Tl A "7
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4.3.7. Low energy photon /light/ and high energy photon

/x, gamma ray e.t.c./ exposures

Fig. B.4.8. shows typical D-E curves for exposures

to light quanta, and also for X-ray quanta. For X-rays

the slope is greatest at E=O while that for light

increases from zero at E=O to some maximum value before

decreasing again. Due to the high energy of X-ray quanta,

single quantum can render more grains developable,

while for low energy light exposures the quantum

requirement is high. Fig. B.4.9. shows the dependence

on the quantum requirement.

The measured DQE values for ligh exposures had

maximum values only up to the order of 2 I. The reason

can be summarized here into four- classes:

- low exposure quanta utilization; there exist a

substantial fraction of exposure quanta which are

not absorbed by any individual receptor;

- the number of receptor recording level is normally

only one, the threshold and saturation levels

coincide;

- inherent sources of statistical fluctuations as

grain size fluctuations, image density noise e.t.c.

- high quantum requirements.

An analytical result of an image model is demonstrated

in fig.B.4.10., where strong dependence on quantum

requirement can be seen.

At high energy exposure levels photon utilization

is much more better, which leads to a much higher

DQE value /approaches to 100 %/. In radiography it is
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30 40
exposure

Density-exposure curves for a typical film as
exposed to X-rays and visible light

Fig.B.4.8.

q=1 4 8 B 32 ft

-1
tog q

Density-log exposure curves for mono-sized randomly-

distributed grains with constant quantum requirements

as shown.The exposure is in terms of the average

quantum exposure level per grain, q.

Fi.B.4.9.
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Fig. B. 4.1C.

DQE characteristics for a random array

of grains with typical size distribution

and having fixed quantum requirements as

indicated.

L
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generally appreciated that in spite of the high observed

noise compared with that for photon exposures, the photographic

process may be an ideal recorder for X-ray quanta and that

the problem is essentially one of limiting available quanta

rather than one limiting film noise.

n



= J-WJ. x— £., o—xo /upper curves

in each case/, and T= 4, S= 8 /lower curves/.

C. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
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1. Basic principles of the experimental apparatuses

1.1. General description

To investigate the feasibility and usefulness of the

tomographic procedure for section imaging fuel bundles,

experimental apparatuses have been constructed.

A computer assisted tomograph designed for medical

applications would be to costly for such a feasibility study.

Normally in medicine for high resolution pictures the machine

would require an elaborate and expensive detector array

and computei. However, if we are prepared to accept lower

accuracy, still at the higher resolution requires,

considerable savings could be made. It is possible to use

simpler analogue computing methods. Moreover, it is possible

to improve spatial resolution cheaply by the use of on

X-ray film instead of a detector array.

Technique theoretically similar to computer assisted

tomography are possible using X^ray film as recording medium

and incoherent optical methods for realisation of some

special mathematical Image reconstruction.

Tomography comprises three processes:

a/ recording projection: by detecting intensity

distribution of radiation transmitted through the

object at different directions, which corresponds

to the scanning process /fig. A.2.2./

b/ reconstruction of the flasired tomogram from the

recorded projection data. This corresponds to the

formation and display of the Imcige matrix in computed

tomography.
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c/ filtering the Image matrix, which is realized

as a two dimensional analogous convolution. An

Image processing operation is easy to incorporate

in this process.

1.2. Properties of recorded section image density

functions

The section under examination is described by an

image density function, which represents the relative

linear absorption coefficientu /x,y/ in the case of

transmission imaging or the radioisitope concentration

fl/x,y/ in the case of emission imaging.

This image density function is a real-valued

nonnegative function of two variables.Since a physical

section image is of finite extent, we can suppose that

the function is nonzero only in a bounded rec on.

In processing image density functions we want

tc perform mathematical operations e.g. take its Fourier

transform, subtract two tunctions e.t.c. In order, to

guarantee that such operations can actually be performed,

it is necessary to assume that the image density function

is in some sense analytically well behaved /e.g.

integrable, continuous e.t.c./.

1.3. Description of recorded functions

Using film as image recorder, the recorded functions

are assumed to be in the form of transparencies. Here

the image density function represents the fraction

of the light incident on the point Ix,y/ that is

transmitted through the transparency. Note that

transmittance is always nonnegative.
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recorder
(film)

^o I Tjransmittonce

x'
T(X1)= T0 + AT(X1)

(film transmittance)
T

T(x.y)=T0«ST(x.y)

usefull range

Fig. C.I.I:

Description of a recorded function as film transmittance

tight

T2(x,y)

T1T2

Multiplication
(contact copy)

light

T1 (x,y)

\

T2(x,y)

T1^T2

Addition
(double exposure)

Fig. C. 1.2.

Multiplication and addition of Transmittance functions
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The recorded function is composed of two transmittance

components /fig.c.1.1./

TOO * To + **(*)

Where T = const, is the recorded transmittance value
o

/without the object/, and AT /X / is the recorded function

in the mathematical sense. For further processing we have

to take into consideration, that AT /x / contains the

usefull information, and T is a -background level

unavoided in film recording.

1.4. Addition and multiplication of transmittance

functions

To multiply T./x,y/ and T_/x,y/ transmittance

functions optically, we can simply superimpose their

transparencies, where the fraction of light trasmitted

through a point of the superimposed transparencies is

just the product of the fractions transmitted through

the corresponding points of the individual transparencies

/fig. c.1.2./

Similarly, to add T./x,y/ and T»/x,y/, we can

superimpose images of their transparencies; the amount

of light at each point of the composite image is the

sum of the ar.ounts in the individual images, which in

turn are proportional to the amounts transmitted by

the transparencies at the corresponding points. Thus,

fo obtain a transmittance of T 1 T , we can photographicall

copy T and T, in contact; while to obtain a transmittance

of T.+T- we can make a double exposure, first T. and

than T 2 /fig. c.1.2./
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1.5. Recording and processing bipolar functions

Since transmittance is always nonnegative, it is

therefore, not possible to represent directly a function

with both positive and negative values. Such a function

must be transformed arbitrarily so that it is always

positive. The simplest way to achieve this transformation

is to find some positive number that is greater than the

modulus of the most negative value of the function within

the range being studied. If this constant is then added

to all values of the function it will produce an input

that is everywhere positive. The procedure is essentially

arbitrary bacause a search must first be made to find

the most negative value before the positive constant is

added. This constant is analogous to a DC bias in

electronics and is consequently called the DC bias.

There are a number of drawbacks to this technique.

The first and most obvious is that the range of variation

is artificially reduced and the contrast of the output

is reduced accordingly. Other complications arise when

one combines one input function with another, the cross

products of these DC biases will also produce an effect

on the output. This further reduces the contrast of the

output, and hence contrast-enhancing techniques become

necessary.

To increase the contrast of the output, we will use

a high contrast film which show a type of nonlinearity

suited to this purposej_ that is they have a relatively

sharp cutoff at low intensities /see fig. c.1.3./. If

the DC bias can be arranged so that the greatest negative

value gives an exposure E 1 and the greatest positive

value gives an exposure E-, the emulsion is ideally matched

to the output.
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log Exposure

Fig. C.1.3.

Cuting OC bias by film recording.
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To use high contrast film one must first determine

the range of intensities from I1 to I_ and choose a fil

with the same ratio of E 1 to E«. The exposure time must

next be varied until I-t = I2t=E when the film will

cut levels below I 1 and record /nearly/ linearly up to

V

2. The scanner /projection recorder/

2.1. Arrangement

The arrangement for recording projections is seen

in fig. c.2.1. Radiation after having been passed through

and attenuated by the object is collimated by a slit before

it hits the film. During the exposure the object rotates

about its own axis /at an angle §1 perpendicular to the

beam, and at the same time the film is moved parallel to

this axis. This way each projection of a section is recorded

as a narrow strip on film immedietely below the strip from

the preceeding projections of the object. This is the

sinogram format.

Each element in the sinogram represents a line

integral measured. The reduction in density for this element

represents the integrated attenuation along this line.

Definition, contrast and details are as in an ordinary film.

The film with projection data recorded in this manner

is called sinogram.
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2.2. v̂ Data acquisition

2.2.1. Parallel beam

Transmission data recorded may be plotted in the

form of a series of projections where the x' axis

represents the position of a particular measurement

and the y axis is the line integral measured. The

completed projection data set may be plotted as a

two dimensional $-x' graph as shown in fig c.2.2. Each

horizontal line represents a projection measured at the

corresponding angle. This plot is often called a

sinogram namely, that loci of points inside the object

describe a sine curve whose amplitude and phase are

related to the polar coordinates of the point.

In fig. c.2.2.a, projection data scanned by

parallel X-ray beams are seen. Peaks in the projections

due to a small point are illustrated-

a./ Points in the object

Using parallel rays, all points in the object

are represented in the sinogram by sine curves of the

same period. A given point in the object with polar

coordinates /r, 8/ is represented in the sinogram by

a sine curve of t = r sin(0+<!>). Fig. c.2.4. illustrates

a sinogram with one complete /2 If / rotation of the

object. Since sinoC= -sin /3f +oC/ a sinogram of length

of TT contains all the information, the other part

is only a reproduction.
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^ , The object is positioned
on a rotating table, radiation
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I Film
movement

Ffg. C. 2.1.

Projection recorder on an X- ray film ( fan beam

rotat tonal scanner)

(J)-CP-

90°

130°-

90°

a.) parallel beam
x'

180a

i f = c o n s t . l i n e s

b.) rotary fan beam system
x'

-Fig. C. 2 . 2 .

x') projection data arrangement in a sinogram format
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b./ Circular shape in the object

A circular shape in the object is represented

in the sinogram as a zone bounded by two sine curves.

If it can be considered constant inside a radius "a",

its projection has a shape D ^ -1/1 - x /a , density
IitaX I

distribution along the line indicated in fig. c.2.3.

c./ Planar shape in the object

A planar shape in the object, with its plane

perpendicular to the scanned section,is represented

in the sinogram as a zone bounded by intersecting sine

curves. The point of intersection represents the

tangential projection, /see fig. c.2.5./

2.2.2. Fan beam recording

In actual situation,, however, where the beam is

divergent /fan beam/, the relation between object

and sinogram is more complicated.

Let D denote the distance between the focus and

the sinogram in the projection recorder, and d the

distance between the focus and the axisof rotation of

the object. A point in the object having the coordinates

/ro Vo / is then represented in the sinogram by a curve

having the equation /fig. c.2.6./

x1 J r° s i n ^ * fo)
d + ro cos (<|> +tpo*) •

This is a deformed sine curve. The expression

may be written

L
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density

Fig. C.2.5.

Planar shape in the object and the slnogram

detector

Fig. C. 2.6.

Fan beam recording.
A point in the object is projected in the sinogram as a

deformed sine curve.

- 105 -
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ro sin 2 q>Q*)[sin f 4» +•

The first term represents a pure sine curve, while

the second term represents a sinelike curve with twice

the period; this term may also be said to represent

the distortion of the pure sine curve due to the

divergence of the beam.

2.2.3. Mapping parallel rays

2.2.3.1. Parallel beam scanning

In fig c.2.7. the recorded projection can be seen

as a fifa,*1) graph, where each line represents a projection

at an angle. This way all projections at given angles

/inside the object, are found in the sinogram along

a line 4>= const.

2.2.3.2. Fan beam scanning

a./ Using flat detector surface

With fan beam recording each point in the object

represents a deformed sine curve in the sinogram.

Therefore all rays passing the object parallel at a

certain angle are not found in the sinogram along a

straight line in fig. c.2.8. it can be seen that all

rays passing through the object at an angle tp become

distributed on the sinogram over a curve

*' - D tq dp -

- 106 -
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Instead of being arranged along a straight line,

the projection data are now spread out along a tangent

curve in /x' ,<}»/ space. If the maximum angular substance

of the object by the souree is kept reasonably small,

than the required <p =const line may still be selected

by a line, whose slope relative to the <t> axis is

1P max*

b./ Curved detector surface

Consider the recording detector surface to be

placed on a cylindrical surface during recording /see

fig.c.2.9./

During the reconstruction process the detector is held

flat. On the detector surface

This way all the projections through the object taken

at an angle; are recorded on a straight line.

2.3. Recording projections on film

If the film density due to the exposure by the

ray intensity J /unattenuated in the object/ is D__.

any density difference in the strip /see fig. c.2.10./

loq ^

assuming a film characteristic curve of
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Parallel
radiation beam

Tomographic
section

Fig. C.2.7.

Parallel beam geometry.

radiation

Tomographic
section

Fig. C.2.8.

Fan-beam geometry using flat detector
surface.

Tomograph
section

d'»o, or

Fig. C.2.9.

Fan-beam geometry using curved detector
surface.
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rv
Wi(x.y)7—-

film

ADl

D film
density

£-

AD = Dm n , -D.

line integral

AJ(x,y)dy = In -S

Fig. C. 2.10.

Recording projection on film.
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where G is the gradient, J the ray intensity, Jref is

some reference value.

Attenuation in the object

In is-

which means

AD • 0, 4-3 Gjyu(

A B = const, f^ (*'")

This way Xt-ray films automatically perform the

logarithmic conversion necessary to obtain the projection

data from radiation intensity. The developed film has

a density that is linear with the effective thickness

/ f Ajdy / over a limited dynamic range.

3. Back projector

The principle of the back projector realised can

be seen in fig.c.3.1.

The sinogram is illuminated by a linear light

source. A given line in the object is projected as a point

in the sinogram,and this point is projected back as

a corresponding line on a film.

The line illuminated selects from the sinogram those

points representing a complete parallel projection of the

object, which map parallel rays in the sinogram. If

this maping is along a straight line, it is possible

to rearrange the fan projection data into parallel

- 110 -
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linear
movement

rotation

linear light source (fixed)

-sinogram plane (moving)

Aperture (filter)

cylindrical lens

image plane (rotating)

motor drive unit

Fig. C . 3 . 1 .

Back projector

L
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Diffuse light source Image
Uo be processed)

object plane I(r)

aperture mask h2(r)

lens

convolution plane 0(r)

Image plane

0(r) » Kr) »«|h2(r)

FIg. C.

Defocus image as two dimensional convolution

I
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projections and use the same back projector for both

parallel and fan beam recording by simple illuminating

the corresponding line in the sinogram. The sinogram

moves at a constant speed and the film rotates

synchronously. All the projections are thus transfered

to the film.

4. Filtering for image reconstruction

4.1. Filtered summation image

The summation /banckprojection/ described produces

an image that is degraded by a 4/r point spread function.

By appropriatly filtering the summation image we can

improve the quality of the reconstruction /see section2.5/

The choice of the filter function is closely related

to the quality of the reconstructed image and the

character /and magnitude/ of noise. By changing the

filter function various images can be reconstructed for

different purposes, for example ringing suppression,

edge enhancement, noise smoothing e.t.c.

4.2. Optical two-dimensional convolution

A simple optical system using a convex lens with

an aperture mask having a transmittance h./r/ i s shown

in fig. c.4.1.

The point spread function of this optical system may

be convenietly shaped by the type of aperture mask

used at the lens.

The image an object point in some out of focus

plane /convolution plane/ is a scaled replica of the

L
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transitiittance function of the aperture mask. If the

illumination at the object plane is J/r/.. at the

convolution plane it is

0(r) ©o x

which is the two dimensional convolution required with

J/r/ as a summation image fto be filtered/ tMid h_/r/ is

a two dimensional /circulariysymmetric/ filtering function.

4.3. Filter functions

4.3.1. Choice of practical filter functions

By using a suitable filter in theory it is possible

to increase the resolution for ideal imaging. In practice

there are many limitation to achieve this.

One of the limitations can be concluded from

theoretical discussions in chapter B.2.9. If appears

from this that if we wish to see good resolution we must

sacrifice accuracy. Conversely, if we need to se accurate

differences in density of the material we r«%sfc sacrifice.

Image resolution, in other words, blur the picture.

A. compomise. must be held depending on the problem to

be solved.

Another limitation is,, that a high resolution filter

causes rising of side lobes in the point-spread function,

and such a filtering does not reconstruct visually good

images and what is worse, deteriorates the'm significantly

- 114 -
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when the image containsnoiso, since the filter

like this emphasizes high-frequency components. The

impovement of the resolution and the suppression of the

side lobes are .reciprocal events. In practice the

choice of the fitter depends surely on object, whether

it is rather smooth or contains suddenly changing

attenuations.

In theory a filter function of infinite extent

is necessary, which in practice cannot be realised.

Circularly symmetrical continuous tone masks,

which are necessary for the optical realization of

convolution can be made using a calibrated photographic

process. Because of the difficulty of maintaining

an accurately calibrated photographic proces we have

investigated replacing continuous tone masks with

discrete masks.

The filter function must be chosen to optimize the

point-spread function /see section B.2.3./

4.3.2. Discrete two-dimensional filtering functions

Two-dimensional filtering functions used for

the experimental work can be seen in fig. c.4.2. The

shape of these solutions originated from their easy

realizations. The functions compose of circularly

symmetric cylinder functions /rectangular sections

can be seen in the figure/ which are all realised as

separated defocus images. Summing multiple exposures

with exposure levels each corresponding to the

magnitude of the componenetof-the filter-function

- 115 -

Example for the modified FILBK algorithm
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J.»

a 2a
••• +

0,187

a 2a 3a

0,053

M2(D
(relative magnitude)

1 2a

'0,33

(,33

a 2a

0,33

FIg. C.4.2.

Two dimensional filtering functions used and their
components (as separated defocus images)

L
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Example for the modified FILBK algorithm
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h2(r)

Mr)
h, (x )

1,5

h,(x)=Jh2{r)dy

a 2a

0,053
t),24~

Fig. C. U . 3 .

10-20 filtering functions

I
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gives the total filtering operation.

The magnitude of the parts of the function is

determined by the requirement

OO

I 2rTha(rldr -O

which means a zero mean level, and a ~1/r3 envelop

approach of the negative part.

Each diameter of the defocus corresponds to the

diameter of the filter function components /a, 2a and 3a/.

4.3.3.- Point-spread funtcions /PSF/

Point-spread functions for the filter functions used

are calculated in order to evaluate image quality,

and properties of the filtering operation.

The PSF is calculated as a summation image of the

one-dimensional filtering function /see section B.2.6./

PSF/r/ = B [h^lxl]

and

Iz1Ix/ = Jh 2 / r / dy

result in

PSF/r/ = B {Jh2 /r/ dy ]

- B { J f h±/rf dy}

Z
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H1-1(X5Q)

Fig.C. 4.4..

c.)

a./ one component of the two dimensional

filter function

b./ the corresponting one dimensional

filter function

c / PSF./x/ corresponding one component

of the filter function
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because backprojection is a linear operation.

One component of h2/r/ can be seen in fig c.4.4., and

with these:

PSF/r/ =* £ A1 PSF1

Calculated PSF using different h2/r/ can be seen in

fig. c.4.7.

4.4. Processing with bipolar filter function

Let h2/r/ the two dimensional bipolar filter

function /fig.c.4.8. /, and define the positive and

negative parts of ^2'
r^ b y

h+2(r)

h"(O

if h a 0 0 < O

Lf ha(r) ̂  O

if ha(r) > O

Thus h_/r/ and h_/r/ are nonnegative, so that they

can be realized as transparencies; while

so that, if we could subtract two image density

functions, we could obtain any given h_/r/. Moreover,

for any f/x,y/ we have

so that any two dimensional convolution operation

can be performed on f by convoluting two nonnegative
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Bipolar filter function

hz(r) =

Fig. C. U.8.
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functions with £ and subtracting the results.

4.5. Filtered summation image for handing nonnegative

functions

/Filtering of backprojected image, modified FILBK

algorithm/

4.5.1. General mathematical description

A two-channel algorithm which can handle nonnegative

functions can be seen in fig. c.4.9. The basic

principles are the same as of the FILBK algorithm

discussed in section 2.5. , but the positive aid

negative parts of the filtering function are separated

from each other, and are processed separately. The two

parts of the filter function are used as if they

reconstructed two section images, than the two ten* are

summed giving the results.

An additional compensation term is contained in

the negative channel, to compensate contact copying process.

4.5.2. Mathematical description using transmittance

functions

1 !

Projections at multiple angles are recorded in a

sinogram format. Using the backprojector a summation image

g(x.y") is formed which is described as a transnu ttance

function
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Modified FILBK algorithm for bipolar two dimensional

filtering functions

Apparatus:

scanner

Backprojector

Filtering
apparatus

/Enlarger/ Multiply by
Caipensation term

L

Fig. CA .
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Making a contact copy of this function results in another

function of reversed sign

According to the mathematical algorithm: making two

dimensional Convolutions of each term, multiplying the

copied function by the compensation and summing the

two, result in:

«© h(r1 * -|-

Rea.rranging

T;8 0h'(r)f-i-T^99 h V) t

DC Bias Signal

Giving the result:

DC Bias + ATs (x.y) oe> h2(r)

Recording this exposure value on a high contrast film

having sharp cut off results in the reconstructed image

/1(1,4) (*,4) «e

with a reduced OC bias level.

To illustrate the whole process a reconstruction

algorithm is given on fig.c.4.10. A section of a rod with

constant attenuation coefficient is scanned and

reconstructed. The mathematical description and the
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correspondincr practical realization as transmittance

functicn can be seen on these figures.

L
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Example for the modified FILBK algor i thm

Mathematical description
/j(xy)=yu(r)

Section to be scanned

Projection

f;(x')= [/udy = f;(r)

Surrmation image

ir

: (̂rcos<|i)d<>

Two dimensional convolution

/in 0 term. only/

g(r)«« h\(r)

Compensation /multiply by

Sum © terms
giving the reconstructed
section image

-a/2 a/2
(example)

=0 if «•*•§-

Q term.
negate summation image

= -Gg(r)
copy ^

?rm.

F i g . c . 4 . 1 0 .

erm

- 128 -
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Example for the modified FILBK algorithm.

Section to be scanned

Transmittance functions

/exanjile/

Recorded

U
(r)

Recorded

9(

TWO

section
Exnosure
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5. Experimental results obtained with a test object

5.1. The test'Object

To test and evaluate the performance of the reconstruction

methods developed a test object is contracted and

imaged.

Since the objective of the work done is aimed at imaging

rod shaped fuel bundles, the test object is of similar

construction. It consists of aluminium tubes /Fig.C.5.1./.

The inner diameter of the holes inside the tubes are

meant for testing resolution capability. The analog method

with X-ray film is expected to have fine resolution,

able resolve holes of a tenth of a millimeter. No digital

computer scanner has such resolution,

5.2. The sinogram

'The sinogram of the test object obtained by continuous

scanning can be seen in fig C.5.2. The radiation source

used is of an X-ray tube at 100 kV. For the divergent

beam curved detector is used.

5.3. Backprojected image

Banckprojected image can be seen in fig C.5.3. Because

of the bluored PSF the image containes artifacts between

high contrast pahts.

5.4. Filtered image

Filtered images, as a results of FILBK akjoritms

can be seen in fig. C.5.4.
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5.5. Discrete number of projections

Measuring projections only at a few direction gives a

much more poores reconstructed image that it is in the

continuous scanning case. In fig. C.5.5. a section image

can be seen as reconstructed from only 15 projections.

P" (S) _

v ® ~ @ I

Fig. C.5.1.

Test object



Fig. C.5.2.

Sinogram of the test object
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Fig.C.5.3.
Summation /backprojected/ images
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Fig.C.5.4.

Filtered images

mn**u



416

Fig. C.5.5.
Section image from 15 projections
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D. USE OF THE RECONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLE FOR

EMISSION IMAGING
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Introduction

Transmission Computed Tomography /TCT/ using X-rays

or neutrons can be used to determine the internal location

of attenuating media of a fuel bundle section. This technique

has been deseribed in previous reports. An experimental

arrangement has been designed and constucted giving promising

results. A final version of these apparatuses is under

realisation within the framework of this contract.

The development of gamma Emission Computed ",'omography

/ECT/ of irradiated fuel bundle provides a means of determining

the isotopic distribution within a bundle. The objectives of

the application of the method for nondestructive determination

of two-dimensional radial isotopic distribution ±L irradiated

fuel have been discussed earlier.

The techniques used in ECT are an extension of the basic

concepts of TCT, therefore all the procedures and algorithms

outlined here are based on results obtained with our previous

research work with TCT.
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Emission Computed Tomographic Imaging.

There are important fundamental differences hetween the

reconstruction problem for the determination of the location

and intensity of emission sources and the problem of

trasmission computed tomography /TCT/ wherein the attenuation

coefficient is sought. In TCT the source strength is precisely

known from the geometry of the TCT device and from source

strength measurements. The ratio of detected photons so the

measured source strength for each position of a TCT scan gives

the projection of attenuation coefficients. However, in emission

computed tomography /ECT/ there is no a priori knowledge of

the source strength and position; indeed, it is the source

strengths and distributions that are being sought in the ECT

problem. Because the detected photons from these unknow sources

are attenuated by the material in the path between the source

and detector, we also need to know the attenuation coefficient

distribution.

Projections in Emission Imaging

Q/x,y/ vill denpte the distribution of emitter

concentration for the transverse section. The function P/x,y/

cannot be measured directly but is measured by external

detectors. These external measurements, wich are called

projections, are parameterized with an angle Q and a lateral

sampling £,

A detector illustrated in Fig, 1. is used to measure the

photons released by radioactive nuclei. The projections for a
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Fig. X,

Emission Computed Tomography, At the rotation, angle 0 and

lateral sampling £ , the detector will see those photons

which travel along the line i +xsin0 -ycos 9 = 0 and are

not attenuated by the object.

x = £ co3 Ö - i sin 0 I
y = Z sin 0 - 4 cos 6 J

= xcos 9

= ycos 9

+ y sin 9 1
- x sin Q J

L
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particular transverse section represent photons wich have

been released by radioactive nuclei that lie in the transverse

section perpendicular to the detector. The photons measured

are only those photons which are released within a solid at ̂ Xe

subtended by the detector and which are not attenuated by

one of the processes discussed previously. Each nucleus which

lies along the line

Q-ytosQ * 0

has a different probability of being detected dependent on

the object material interposed between the nucleus and the

detector.

For photon emitters, the probability of detecting an

event is not independent of position of the emitting radionuclide

along the ray path. Instead the probalility that the photon

will reach the detector is £

Probability of photon =
escaping

exp f-
where J0 is the position where the radionuclide decays, D is

the detector coordinate, and M is the distribution of

attenuation coefficients wich is a function of object density

and photon energy. The probability therefore depends on the

material distributed between the radionuclide and the detector,

and on the energy of the emitted photon.

The projection p (i ft

is given by

/Fig.l./ for emission tomography
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-where

f-
* y

A projection is the sumation. of isotope concentration

at the points /x,y/ modified by an exponential e~ where z

is the line integral of attenuation coefficients from the

point /x,y/ to the detector. The emission reconstruction

problem is more difficult than transmission tomography.

The influence of the term a/xfy,k,(?/ depends on the

distribution of attenuation coefficients, which unfortunately

has such large values for all energies used in irradiated

fuel imaging that the reconstructed images are seriously

affected using the computed tomography algorithms.

The two-dimensional function p /V1 Q /, which is a

set of projections measured at different angles, is called

the attenuated Radon transform of £ /x,y/. Reconstructing

the image from projections is a mathematical inversion of

this attenuated Radon transform.

Example of Photon attenuating effects

As an example, we calculate the projection pr[ fc 0J

using parallel-beam geometry for a disc /transverse section

through a sphere/ containing a homogeneous emitter

concentration and a constant attenuation coefficient Jl .

The functions 0/x,y/, and JU/x.fy/ are definied by

the equations

i
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L

f-
Fig. 2.

For a circular disc with constant attenuation and

constant emitter concentration, the attenuation

factor a/x, y, £ , 9/ reduces to e"/*1^ where i is

the length of the line segment between the point

/x,y/ and the edge of the circular disc.

- 142 - 1
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Substituting these expressions into the equition of

p» we see that the problem is reduced to determining the

attenuation factor e"̂ 1 where t is the distance between

the element /x,y/ and the boundary of the disc /Fig.2./.

Thus for & =0, the weight function a/x,y, fc 0 =0/ becomes

exp[-/i! (X,y,£(0/ where l(X,yt ]f(0J is just

-X +

as can be seen from Fig, 2. Also, for a disc, the attenuated

Radon transform is independent of & because of circular

symmetry. Thus it reduces to

V
Integration gives

C
?

this is the case for constant attenuation coefficient

To compare this to the case where there is no sifiificant

attenuation /p.-+0/ the projections are simply

.- zc

These two functions, are shown for u =0,15 en" and r =20

cm in Fig. 3.
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DISCOFUNIFORM ACTIVITY
O.30 EVENTS

j/NoattenuatioH

6 2 4 6
Distance [cm]

F i g . 3 .

The projection value for a disc with attenuation

/U= 0,15 and emitter concentration C=3O results in

a diminution at the eemter by a factor of 3.16.

Fig, k,,

The profiles of a disc a?econs true ted using Radon's

inversion formula from data attenuated for various

attenuation coefficients.
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For no attenuation the reconstruction is given by Radon's

inversion formula

in»

where f/r,f /is the true distribution in polar coordinates

and p/ftQ / is the projection function. For circular symmetry

this reduces to the inverse of the Abel transform /5/. This

operation on the projection function gives C for points in

the domain of p , as expected. However, for attenuated

projection data, Radon's inversion formula gives /l/:

This equation is plotted in Fig.k. for various attenuation

coefficients showing the recontructed profiles of a disc

when attenuation is ignored.

Arrangements for measuring projections in Emission

Imaging

Depending on the object to be imaged and detection used

there are a variety of configurations for detecting projection.

In Fig,5 four cases are summarised which are of practical

value for fuel bundle imaging.

1, Pinhole imaging

The gamma rays /or neutrons/ emitted by the object are

imaged by a thick pinslit aperture ontoa detector surface
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fuel

.detector surface

1.) p'tnhole arrangement
(fan beam projections)

parallel beam
projections

\
detector surface

fan beam
projections

fuel

2.) Multiple collimator slit arrangement for measuring
projection

rays ^

,,collimator (moving)

fuel
(rotating)

• I I— electronic (moving)
detector

scanning direction

3.) gamma scanning arrangement

Fig. 5.

Arrangements for measuring projections of fuel
bundles in ECT.
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which can be a scintillator or photographic film. The

recorded planar images are fan beam projections. By-

rotating the fuel, projections can be measured at different

angles.

2. Multiple slit collimator arrangement

Using a multiple slit collimator is another way for

measuring projections. Either parallel or fan beam

projections can be recorded on any sort of surface

detectors /photographic film, scintillator,/or mosaic

of electronic detectors.

3. Gamma scanning

Gamma scanning is the point by point measurement of

the gamma activity from a radioactive object. The term

is generally applied to the incremental measurement of

the activity in an irradiated fuel rod or fuel bundle.

Gamma scanning can differ in sophistication from a

simple manual system to a highly automated system with

software control. Most gamma scanners have several pieces

of hardware which are common although the exact

implementation of the hardware can differ greatly.

For measuring projections a two dimensional scanning

is necessary using high resolution detectors.

Development of reconstruction algorithms for constant

attenuation

The mathematical equations and algorithms used in emission

computed tomography are an extension of the basic concepts of
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computed tomography used in TCT. The object of EGT is to

implement an inverse of the attenuated Radon transform.

An approximation to the inverse attenuated Radon transform

for constant attenuating coefficient can be implemented by

a modification of the projection data with a special

convolver which differs from the conventional convolution

function for TCT in that the ECT convolution function is a

function of the attenuation coefficient. The second step is

to bäckproject the modified projections. This way constant

attenuation can be compensated for by using an attenuation

dependent filter that reconstructs the transverse section

reliably.

The modified projections

In this sectionvB will derive the modified attenuated

Radon transform. The purpose of modifying the measured

projection data is to enable one to derive a general method

of reconstructing attenuated projection data. This modification

applies to any source distributed within a constant attenuator

whose extent can be represented as a convex set.

Using the rotated coordinates /see Fig.l./

If yU is constant over the convex region Si, and zero elsewhere,

then the attenuation factor can be simplified

- /
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The point /1 which can be positive or negative, is the

intersection nearest the detector of the line [fa. Sj

£ + XSmO -ytos G-O
-with the convex set Ji , If the source distribution $ is

zero outside Jl. , then the projections are

Multiplying both sides by C

measured projections f)u (ff Q)

projections P (t (9̂

modifies the

so that the modified

are obtajjied from the measured one:

This integral is another way of defining the mapping for

the constant attenuated Radon transform. If Py(k G) are

the measured projections, then the reconstruction algorithm

takes into account the fact that these projections have been

modified by the factor £fifl(t,9f before filtering and

back projecting.

The modified transform has three important properties that

simplify evaluation. First, an integration is not required

to evaluate the argument in the exponential fs. tor; second

the integral is independent of detector location; and third,

the integral is independent of the boundaries of the

attenuator. The modified transform is a mathematical

construction which does not represent the actual physical

data taking process. The source distribution left of the
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^-detector

Fig . 6

Correction factor for the modified projections
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j -axis in Fig.2. is attenuated as usual with a reduction

in the measured number, whereas the source distribution right

of the central axis is increased in number as if the attenuator

had a negative attenuation coefficient.

The attenuated back projection

An important aspect in the BKFL algorithms is

the attenuated back projection operator B^which. can be written

as m
-Al

This operator assigns a value for the point /x,y/ that is

the summation of the projection values for all projection

rays passing through the same point /x,y/ weighted by the

attenuation factor £MXt*s6 -/*ytnQ -^x T C T t h e b a c k

projection operator does not have this exponential factor

and requires integrating only over Tl .

If the modified projections are back projected the result

is an image equal to the true image convolved with a space-

invariant kernel

If /L~0 this back projection image is just the true image

convolved with 2/r. This fact leads to an efficient Fourier

filter algorithm that can deconvolve the back projection

image to obtain a reconstruction. However, for ECT an algorithm

L
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cannot be devised since the back projection image does not

have a finite Fourier transform.

Convolution algorithm for ECT

In the contemporary reconstruction process, a filter is

applied to the frequency components of the projection data

after which the data are inverse Fourier transformed and back

projected to form the image /BKFIL algorithms/; or equiva-

lent Iy, a convolver is applied to the projection data after

which the result is back projected. Two important convolution

functions were developed by Ramachandran and Lakshminarayanan

and Shepp and Logan. These methods of filtering the projection

data are now used in most commercial X-ray scanners. Ih this

section we will show how the filtering method extends to ECT

in the presence of a constant attenuation coefficient.

For constant attenuation the BKFIL algorithm gives the

following reconstructed image

where p is the reconstructed distribution, C^({) is a filter

applied to the frequency components of the projection data

p, and Î  is the one-dimensional inverse Fourier transform.

The equivalent implementation involves convolving the

projection data with a configuration space convolver after

which the back projection operation is performed /Fig.7./.

?(r)r B^fc^Jfj
The reconstructed image jp represents the original image

convolved with a point spread function

i
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convolution (

attenuated Back projecti

*- S object

meoE.«jred projection

JB) modified projection

filtered projection
C^ P

reconstructed image

L

Fig. 7.

Convolution algorithm.
{ Backproject'ion of Filtered projection BKFIL )
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and the point spread function "A* is equal to the back

projection of the convolution function

1 V " B/*

Ideally, we choose the convolution function S* so

that its back projection "^ is a delta function. However,

it is unrealistic and unnatural to force the solution to

IL to be based on a perfect delta function response. In

practical applications with a finite number of projections

sampled at a finite number of points, the discrete back

projection of Ci, can only approximate a delta function,

and the function n<, is referred to as the point spread

functions of the reconstruction procedure. Convolvers

with point spread functions closely approximating a delta

function give very good spatial resolution but tend to

amplify statistical fluctuations in the data so that

contrast resolution deteriorates.

If the point spread function is isotropic, for example, it

may be represented as a Gaussian; then for continuous sampling,

the convolution function C^ is the solution to the integral

equation

/ G)
-Ar-
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1. Fuel characterisation by transmission imaging

1.1. Nonirradiated fuel bundles

1.1.1. Transmission radiation sources

High energy jamma or X radiation /in the MeV range/ can

penetrate the large bundle and a transmission tomograph can

be made to determine experimentally the internal location

of attenuating media.

Isotope sources available for radiologic images are summarised

as follows

Radioisotop

Half life .

gamma energies
/MeV/

Cobalt 60

5.26 years

1.17

1.33

Caesium
134

1.2 years

0,48-1.4

Caesium
137

. .30 years

0,66

Iridium
192

74 years

0.3-0.61

*

Optimum material
thickness for
radiography 40-120
/gr/cm /

40-80 40-80 8-50

Exposure rate
factor /1 metre
in röntgen/hours/ 1.3 0.87 0,33 0,48

The thicher the fuel bundle the more energetic the

radiation needed is. For our research reactor bundle /type

EK 10/ the optimum energy is about the Caesium 137 gamma rays.

For power reactor fuel bundle radiation energy of a few MeV.
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Cobalt gamma radiation or higher are necessary.

During the last few years designed expressly for radiographic

inspection of thick material sections linear accelerators

are developed and marketed as LINAC. Existing facilities which

house older Betatrons, Cobalt 60 sources e.t.c. can.

often be modified or adapted to a Linac installation. The

key features of a LINAC are extremly high X-ray output, compact.

X-ray head, high reliability and simplified operation with

wide range of radiation energies available. A LINAC would be

the best solution for imaging thictt fuel bundle sections.

1.1.2. Use of radiographs at multiple angles for

reconstructing section images

The best quality section image can be reconstructed by

measuring projections with a continuous scanner giving a

complete sinogram of the bundle.

Sometimes for some practical reasons ordinary radiographic

equipments can be used instead of a scanner if traditional

radiographic images are made at multiple angles, and

reconstructing the section image using these discrete, finite

number of projections. In fig. E.1.1.section images for the

continuous and for the discrete cases are compared. In the

discrete case the more the measured projection the better

the quality of the image is.

The main advantages of multiple angle imaging is, that

ordinary equipments readily available to every radiological

laboratory are used instead of a special scanner»
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Fig.E.1.1.

Section images of a demonstration fuel bundle type EK 10

a./ image reconstructed from a complete sinogram

b./ image reconstructed from 15 radiographs /at multiple

angles/
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1.2. Irradiated fuel

1.2.1. Reduction of background fogging of radioactive objects

With normal radiography techniques of radioactive materials

each point on the film receives unscreened gamma radiation

from every point on the specimen being radiographed.With

the moving slit technique applied in our projection recorder

the film is screened from all the gamma rays originating

outside the section to be imaged. The factor which determines

whether the radiograph will be fogged by gamma rays then

becomes the activity per unit length of the fuel rather than

the total activity. The increase in the activity of the

hottest fuel which can be succesfully radiographed is

approximately in the ratio of the fuel length to the slit

width, a factor of more than two order of magnitude with

a slit width of 1 mm and our research reactor fuel rod of

half a meter length.

This technique can be applied for slightly irradiated fuel.

1.2.2. Neutron imaging

For highly irradiated fuel only neutrons can be used for

transmission imaging. Unfortunetly for bundle imaging

epithermal neutrons can only be applied and this makes

detection problems more difficult /see section B.1.3./
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2• Emission imaging irradiated nuclear fuel bundles by

two dimensional gamma scanning

2.1. Introductory remarks

Feasibility studies have been reported of systems and methods

to transmission imaging nuclear fuel. As a further extension of

this works, extensive research effort has been made to develop

gamma emission computed tomography of irradiated fuel bundles

to provide a means of determining the isotopic distribution of

important fission and activation products within a bundle.

One of our main important tasks in this study is to consider

gamma scanning apparatuses normally used for burnup measurements

at Power Stations, and to study possibilities for using this

hardware configuration for emission imaging.

2.2. Gamma spectrometry of irradiated nuclear fuel materials

2.2.1. Objectives

With the increasing number of nuclear power stations there

is a consequent increase in the importance of characterization

of irradiated fuel materials. This is necessary for reactor

performance evaluation and safeguards procedures. Increased

emphasis is placed on nondestructive testing methods.

Among these techniques for irradiated fuels, gamma spectrometry

is particularly useful.

Gamma spectrometry objectives can be classified in two main

categories: one concerning the determination of neutronic

parameters /power history/, and the other concerning metallurgical

data /fuel condition/.

For the power history, the following points can be mentioned:
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- qualification of neutronic calculation codes

Gamma Spectrcmetry offers the possibility of adding

to data for reactor operation monitoring while not

requiring complex implementation of destructive

examinations. Direct comparison between calculation

results and the actual situation of parameters which

are closely correlated to power distribution and fuel

composition variations is made possible by using nondestructive

measurements to determine the precise concentrations of

a certain number of fission products, or more generally, the

precise distribution at different points in the core or

in the bundles.

- Subsequent power distribution examination

Independent of code qualification it can be useful

to examine power distribution, either over the whole core

or, more finely, inside a fuel bundle or near local

heterogenous discontinuities.

- Burnup measurements

Certain long life fission products are characteristic

of the burnup rate and once again gamma spectrometry

allows the obtention of relative measurements and even

under certain conditions, absolute measurements, for

burnup. Such determination can be useful under special

conditions of irradiation which make the theoretical

determination poor or inaccurate.

For the second category /fuel condition/, the activity of

fission product is not used for determining their concentration and

neutronic parameters but for accurately localizing the fuel

within the cladding or for examining the physical condition

of the fuel.

- 160 -
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Fuel integrity examination

Gamma activity on certain part of fuel likely show fissile

stack continuity defects, abnormal stretching, rod

deformation, etc. In this case, no one fission product

is of interest, but it is the overall gamma activity

which forms the best indicator, from either a precision

or localization point of wiev.

Detailed examination of defective zones in fuel

In the event of a more or less clearly defined clad

failure or the detection of defects in the fuel stacks by

integrity examination it is possible to perform finer

measurements from both the resolution and the energy

aspect, and to obtain, through the clad, information on

the structure of defects and the relative quantities

of the various fission products. I .
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2.2.2. Choice of fission products

Gamma spectroscopy for determination of parameters of spent

fuel has been investigated for a long time. The methods measure

the gamma activity of some selected fission products.

Four types of fission products are particularly interesting:

- those of very short life which are practivally in

radioactive equilibrium at the ent of irradiation and

which allow the determination of the power distribution

at this moment

- the isotopes of gaseous or volatile elements which

are particularly interesting for determining the

condition of the fuel

- gamma ray emitters formed by neutron capture in the

fission proucts; the fission product being produced

according to an approximately linear law as a function

of the flux, and the daughter product following a para-

bolic law for which the quotient or power varies from

a first approximation with the flux or burnup, and is

independent of the total fuel mass.

- those of a long life in relation to the irradiation

period, and which give the number of accumulated fissions,

representing the burnup. A radioactive fission-product

burnup monitor should have: near equal fission yields

for the major fissioning nuclides in the fuel;- lew neutron-

capture cross sections including capture by precursors/;

low migration in the fuel; easily resolvable gamma-ray

spectra with high energy gamma rays to minimize attenuation.

The radioactive fission products that satisfy most of these

criteria are summarized in Table I.
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RADIOACTIVE FISSION ISOTOPES FOR BURNUP MONITORING
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154 Eu 8.6 y

Thermal Fission Yield /%/

Isotope
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50

39

5
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Principal Gamma Rays

Energy /keV/ Branching /%/

724.18
756.72
511.85
621.87

1050.39
1128.08

569.35
604.73
795.84
801.94

1365.00
661.64

696.49
1489.15
2185.70

591.78
723.31
873.25
996.37

1274.50

44.4
54.6
20.6
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1.5
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15.4
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85.4

8 . 7
3 . 3

85.O

1.51
0.29
0.74
4 . 9

19.7
11.7
10.1
34.7

1

M
4*.
IO

I
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2.2.3. Measurement principles

Having taken into account the vast field of application

for gamma spectrometry as a nondestructive measurement

technique, it is advisable to work directly with the best

performing semiconductor detectors in order not to restrict

the information that can be obtained. For determination

of spatial distributions a collimator mut be designed and

a precise gamma scanning has to be performed.

As a general rule, these are relative measurements

between differential spatial points or between the emission

at different energies.

The following types of gamma scans have to be mentioned:

- Axial gross gamma scan, which sums all gamma rays

having energies above a preset energy level /normally

100 keV/ and this sum is plotted as a function

of position on the fuel length. It provides a

relatively rapid and accurate check for abnormalities

in the fuel.

- Axial isotopic scan, which provides information

of the axial distribution of the individual gamma

emitting isotopes.

- Two dimensional isotopic scan, which is described

next and is used for section imaging.

2.3. Two dimensional gamma scanning

Two dimensional gamma scanning techniques have been

developed originally to complement one dimensional scanning

coupled with chemical analysis. Recent efforts, however.
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have centered on a nondestructive testing method

which does not require sectioning the fuel.

The procedure is to accumulate a series of

diametral scans, which are tomographic projections,

at different angular rotations. These projections are

isotopic scans,with a multichannel gamma ray spectrum

/written to a magnetic tape/ at each position. The

resulting diametraLdistributions for a given isotope

are used by a mathematical reconstruction program

/with a computer/ to reconstruct the section image,

which will result a two dimensional distribution of the

selected isotopes in the section scanned.

A drawing of how the diametral scan is acquired

with a fuel bundle is shown in fig£.2,LAs is explained

in paragraph D. . gamma ray intensities are attenuated

as they emerge from the fuel. The attenuation depends on

gamma-ray energy and on activity distribution within

the fuel. To minimize the attenuation effect, only

relatively high-energy fission-product gamma rays are

used /see table 1/. On the other hand the oxid fuel

density is comparatively high /10.9 g/cm /. For the

661 keV gamma ray of Cs, which is widely used as burnup

monitor, the selfattenuation factor within 1 cm diam

fuel pin is 0,63, or 37 % of the gamma intensity is

attenuated within the pin, assuming a uniform activity

distribution»
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Scanned section
Scanning direction

detector

precision coHimator

\//////////J^ detector

Rq. E. 2.1.
Iiametral scan of a -fuel bundle

L
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Two dimensional scanning is considerable better

than one-dimensional because the added dimension makes

the data less ambiguous and easier to interpret. Many

different and useful physical and chemical phenomena can

be deduced by proper analysis of the scans. Most of these

phenomena are associated with variations in the

distributions of the individual isotopes.

For example . phase changes are frequently

visible due *~.o fission products being concentrated in

the interface between the two phases. Variations in heat

transfer can be inferred by analysis of differences in

the cesium distribution because secium isotopes normally

concentrate on the codest surfaces. Variations in neutron

flux and sp ctra are easily discernible by observing

gamma rays from the isotopes that do not normally mass

transfer, such as activation products and certain fission

products swelling can.be inferred by making dimensional

measurements.

Most one-dimensional scanning is done *.long the

length of the fuel elements and it is very useful for

measuring axial migration, power distribution and activation

of the fuel cladding, but very little information from

the interior of fuelelements can be inferred,with

a two-dimensional technique it is possible to derive a

cross-sectional representation of all these important

parameters.

L U
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Neutron flux profiles

The determination of neutron flux profiles by gamma

scanning depends on the activation of the iron,cobalt

and nickel in the capsule and cladding of the fuel

pin.

The thermal flux profile is effectively given by

the activity profile of the Co, since this isotope

comes from the Co/n, / Co reaction which has a much

higher cross section for thermal neutrons than for
CQ

epithermal or fast neutrons. The distribution of Co,
which comes from Ni /n,p/ Co, and of Mn, which comes

54 54
from Fe/n,p/ Mn, give the fast neutron flux profiles,

since the coulomb barrier against proton emission

keeps the cross section negligible f*ur low energy neutrons,

J a:.d 54Mn /5.27 yr and

time average of the flux

The long half-lives of the 6 0 C J a:.d 54Mn /5.27 yr and

312 day/ provide an

during irradiation.

Irradiation and coolirg information

A method for the estimation of the irradiation history

of spent fuels by gamma spectroscopy has been published!

Difficulties with the technique include the migration

of the fission product already mentioned and fission

yiels and attenuation inaccuracies. Nevertheless, gamma

scanning potencially provides a method of calculating

the fission product inventory of the fuel for safequard

purposes.

L
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Another potencially useful safequards application

is the determination of cooling times by fission

product ratios. A number of such ratios have been examined

for light water reactors, and the results are

encouraging for the application of this technique.

Fission product migration

Gamma scanning is an ideal technique to non-destructively

study migration of fission product which occurs by

different phenomena.

Fuel pin failures

Gamma scanning has been shown to be a rapid

nondestructive test for fuel pin failure. There

exist some correlation between fuel pin failure and

the presence of fission products outside the cladding

which are easily detected by gamma scanning.
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2.4. • On-site gamma scanning procedure

Spent fuel bundles are normally stored vertically as discrete

units in a well defined array with identifiable positions.

For water reactors, gamma scanning can be applied to whole fuel

bundles or to removable rods which are with drawn from the

assemblies during the period necessary for measurements to be

made. Special advantages might, be expected using tomography

in the case where fuel bundles can't be dismantled.
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fuel bundle,
(in water)

vertical mavsment

detector (s)

colli mat or

detector (s)

spent fuel pit

Rq. E. 2.2.

An arrangement for on- site axial and
diametral (two dimenaianal) gamma scan

of a spent fuel bundle.
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A gamma scanning apparatus is submerged in the reactor

spent fuel pit. An arrangement can be seen in fig?.. 3.2. The fuel

bundle is placed on a support having a base which can rotate

and move the fuel in vertical direction. A collimator block

penetrating the pit wall has a width higher than the

diameter of the bundle. A detector arrangement outside the pit

contains one or more detectors which are moveable in horizontanl

direction for the scanning process. A recent development of an

array of some 200 semiconductor detector might be expected

to be fixed to form a fan beam rotational scanner.

Fuel bundles to be gamma scanned have to be moved sequentially

to the isolated location in the pit.

For an axial scanning the bundle is moved vertically.

At a certain position of the bundle a transverse scanning

gives a projection at the corresponding angle, as is described

in paragraph D . Rotating the bundle by an angle, but remaining

at the same section another projection can be . recorde.d.

The number of measurement points and projection necessary

depends on the requirement. If a rought radial distribution of

the selected isotopes in a section with an estimated circular

symmetry is the task, two projections are required as is

published

2.5. Evaluation of an emission tomogram

Using the projection data, a tomographic images of the selected

isotopes can be calculated by a reconstruction program. . O110

of the most important information given by the tomogram is:

- Burn up distribution inside the bundle

For some time Cs-137 has been utilized as a burn-up

indicator. Variation of this isotope distribution within

the bundle are to be considered.

U
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3. Nondestructive assay
materials

and verification of fissionable

3.1. Gamma ray signatures

All fissionable material is unstable, emitting

some form of radiation by alpha, beta or spontaneous

fission decay. In this decay process, some fissionable

isotopes emit gamma radiation that can be quantitatively

and uniquely related to the original isotope. Such

a gamma ray can be called a signature of that isotope.

The existance of these unique signatures provides the

basis for gamma ray essay of nuclear material. The

measurement of a real samples is complicated by many

factors, for example:

- not all of the gamma rays escape from the sample;

- only a fraction of those that do are detected;

- other gamma rays may interfere with the

detection of the signature of interest.

3.2jGamma ray attenuation

Figure B.1.1. is a graph of mass attenuation

coefficient vs energy for a selected range of elements.

It contains nearly all the qualitative attenuation

information necessary for performing gamma ray assay.

Several important features should be noted. Between 1

and 3 MeV the mass attenuation coefficients of all

elements are equal within _+ 20'/O1; the average value

is about 0.05 cm /g. In this region compton scattering

is the dominant process.
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Table 1..

Major gamma-ray signatures for the fissionable isotopes

Isotope Energy

/kev/
Intensity

/g-s/"1
Comments

235, 185.72 4.3x10

238,

Only intense ganma ray. Resolved
with NaI as well as Ge/Ii/.
Useful for enrichment and
quantitative measurements. Several
much weaker peaks are seldom
useful.

1001.10
766.40

238,Pu

239.
Pu

239.Pu

766.40
152.77

413.69

129.28

1.5x10*
6.5xlOb

3.4x10

L.4xlO5

240Pu

241Pu 207.98 2.0x10'

These actually aria
234mpa daughter Of ̂ VQ. After
chemical separation about 100 days
are required for the activity to
cans into equilibrium at the levels
stated. Plutanium-238 gives rise
to the same 766.40 keV gamma and
would produce interference in
U-Pu mixtures. Useful for work
with Ge/Id/or NaI.
ftost useful for quantitative assay.
Ge/IA/ or NaI. Useful for isotopic
determinations with Ge/IA/.

The 413.69 usually provides the
basis for Ge/IA/ assays. The
413.69 plus the 375.02 and its weak
neighbors form a complex upon
which NaI assay are based.

Useful for isotopic determinations
with Ge/IA/ Plutoniunt-239 has over
100 gamma rays, sane of which are
useful for careful work with Ge/IA/.

Several weak ganma rays but all
suffer bad interference f rats gammas
of other isotopes. Requires very
careful work with high-resolution
detector to raake use of any of them.

Actually from U daughter and
requires about 25 days after
chemical separation to cone into
equilibrium at stated value. May
also have a feq percent interference
from 241Am which emits same gansna.
Nevertheless a good clean strong
gamma useful with both NaI and Ge/LL/.
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2 4 1Pu

2 4 V
2 4 3TVm

164.59

148.60

59.54

1.8x10°

24:i2Pu

7.5x10°

4.6x10'10

Useful with Ge/Li/. Also
fran 237U.

Useful with Ge/Li/. Direct
from 241pu.

Very strong gamma but
attenuation problems.. Useful
with Ge/Li/ or NaI.Has several
other much less intense gammas
scmetimes useful for Ge/Li/
work.

No useful gamma rays a t a l l .
Nature failed us a t th is point.

If nature has equipped the isotopes of interest
with an intense gamma ray in this range, gamma assay would

238

be much easier.Unfortunately only U is so equipped.

At lower energies the coefficients of the high Z elements

of interest become much larger than those of the lower

Z materials, reaching values about 20 times higher near

the K-absorption edge of Uranium. These large differencies

make quantitative assay by low energy gamma rays difficult

or even impossible. The mass absorption coefficients of

Uranium and Plutonium are nearly six times larger at

186 keV that at 4.14 keV. This means the gamma assay of

U is subject ot a greater potencial error than the
239 •

assay of Pu due to the higher selfabsorption of the

186 keV gamma ray. The region between 80 and 120 keV is

usually not usefull for assay measurements because of

the K x-rays of uranirai and plutonim. Below 80 keV most

attenuation coefficients increase rapidly, making

attenuation problems unmanageably severe for most cases.

Nearly all uranium and plutonium assay is done with gamma

rays between 1 and 1000 keV. .
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3.3. Verification by attributes

which mean to verify that the fuel assemblies or bundles

in the spent fuel pit have been irradiated and are not

dummies that have been substituted for irradiated fuel.

Gross two dimensional gamma scan or a selected isotopes

can be used for making a section image, giving an exast

verification.
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